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ABSTRACT

A concern among biologists and foresters in Hawaii in recent years

has been the decline (dieback) of ohia (Metrosideros) rain forests,

particularly on the island of Hawaii where the decline has reached

epidemic proportions. various explanations, theories and hypotheses

have been advanced for the cause of the decline. Regardless of the

cause(s), to effectively monitor this phenomenon necessitates periodic

mapping of the areal extent of decline.

This study evaluates LANDSAT images for mapping variations in rain

forest vigor/density in order to monitor ohia decline on the island of

Hawaii. Two LANDSAT scenes from February 1973 and July 1975 provided

the basic data used in considering a 5,000 hectare study area. Several

types of image enhancement were evaluated, including density slicing,

color enhancement, multispectral comparisons, densitometry and change

detection. Density slicing received primary emphasis because of

objectivity and repeatability.

Density slices were made of the four MSS bands of each image,

showing variations in radiance as recorded by MSS sensors for the

various combinations of ohia canopy and understory. These were

compared with classifications based on underflight aerial photographs,

supplemented by ground and helicopter observations. Four classes of

ohia were stratified, based on combinations of stand vigor and density.

The ohia classes ranged from class 1 (dense, healthy ohia) to class 4

(dense ohia with very severe decline~ closed ohia with severe decline~

or open ohia with moderate or greater decline). Grid overlay
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comparisons were made between density slices for each LANDSAT image and

the classification from aerial photographs for tile respective year,

using the classification as the 'true' condition of ohia vigor and

stand density. Two statistics were used, a coefficient of areal

correspondence and a coefficient of contingency, each ranging from 1.00

for 'complete areal correspondence (complete association) to zero for no

correspondence (complete independence). The 1973 data ranged from 0.40

to zero; for 1975, from 0.44 to zero. These results were then

considered by ohia class and LANDSAT band. Class 2 discrimination was

slightly better than class 1, followed by class 3, with class 4 much

lower. Band 6 correlation was highest, with bands 5 and 7 only slightly

lower; band 4 results were insignificant because of low density contrast

in the image. To help explain the results several methods were used,

.including digital analysis, subarea comparisons and slight shifting of

grid overlays.

The methods of enhancement and interpretation used in addition to

density slicing gave negligible results except for color enhancement.

A color composite image was interpreted to discriminate between areas

of varying ohia vigor. The method was considered nearly comparable in

reliability and timeliness to density slicing.

Conclusions: 1. Principal reasons for low correspondence levels

were (a) heterogeneity of both canopy and understory of the rain forest;

(b) inaccuracies in generalized vegetation maps used to evaluate density

slice maps; and (c) planimetric errors in LANDSAT images due to both

geometric errors and misleading pixel portrayal. 2. The change in

ohia decline patterns between February 1973 and July 1975 was too small
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to be measured by either enhancement of LANDSAT images or interpretation

of vegetation maps compiled from aerial photographs. 3. The density

slicing method employed in this study was in itself sound--the problem

was the variable nature of the ohia rain forest.

The problem studied proved to be on the margins of LANDSAT

capability, due both to the limitations of LANDSAT sensitivity and the

strong constraints of the unique phenomenon being studied. Despite

the heterogeneous character of the ohia rain forest and the resulting

aifficulties in analysis, valid analytical procedures were developed

that could be applied to vegetation stress studies involving more

homogeneous species.
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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

Remote sensing as we know it today stems from the mid-laOOs, with

the earliest remote sensing data being in the form of aerial photo

graphs. During the next 100 years it became increasingly important for

the collection of military intelligence particularly during the time of

war, and in map making and resource monitoring during both war and

peace. Through the years the more notable developments often resulted

from the stimulus of military need.

By the end of World War II there were many geographers, geologists,

foresters, engineers, etc., who had acquired varying amounts of interest

and/or skill in photo interpretation during the war. As a result, in

the late 1940s and the 1950s a nucleus of individuals and consulting

firms began to develop ways of exploiting and expanding their new-

found skills.

In the late 1960s and early 1970s considerable research was con

ducted on different applications of remote sensing, with the prime

concern being earth resources (inventory and management) and pollution

(detection and monitoring). Agriculture and forestry received the most

attention, with the development of remote sensing methodology being

dominated by plant scientists and foresters. Geography as a discipline

has not led in this development. This problem of acceptance, as well as

the potential of remote sensing, was considered by Meredith F. Burrill

in his presidential address to the Association of American Geographers in
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St. Louis in 1967, "The Language of Geography." Speaking of stereoscopic

aerial photographs he said they "provided new dimensions of comparability

over considerable areas . . . the possibility of endlessly repetitive

observation of the pictures." Burrill went on to cite certain functions

for which aerial photographs are used .

. • . mapping, strategic and tactical intelligence, crop
control, engineering planning • . . but the impact on
geography and on individual geographers could hardly be
called revolutionary . . . several reasons why • . .
Geographers had had little experience in visualizing the
kinds of areally large research projects to which a tool
this big and powerful could contribute most . . . storage
and handling became problems too big for individual re
searchers .•. Another difficulty, less widely understood,
was that the pictures constituted a new medium of communi
cation in which gray tones and patterns had to be matched
with the real things on the ground, a slow process that is
still going on. Too, one learns to read rapidly and well
only by reading a great deal, and the price in time was con
sidered exorbitant by most individual geographers. The
messages in the new medium were not only hard to learn to
read, they were also hard to communicate to the uninitiated.
(Burrill, 1968, p. 7)

Beginning in the 1960s with the spacecraft of the Mercury, Gemini

and Apollo programs, and the Tiros weather satellites, progressively

more sophisticated sensors were developed, and in the 1970s we saw the

LANDSAT series of the Earth Resources Technology Satellites, with

scanners sensing simultaneously in several parts of the electromagnetic

spectrum, and SEASAT, which has a complex sensor system that includes

visible and infrared scanners, a microwave scatterometer, and synthetic

aperture radar.

The Earth Resources Technology Satellite (ERTS-l) was launched in

July 1972. In the first year after launch ERTS-l had "delivered images

of more than 75% of the world's land surface and coastal zones, much of

it more than once. Cloud£ree images of the entire [contiguous) United
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States have been acquired at least once, and for many states as frequently

as 10 times" (Mercanti, 1973, p. 37).

In January 1975 the name ERTS was changed to LANDSAT, and in January

1975 LANDSAT-2 was launched, with sensing equipment essentially the same

as that of LANDSAT-I. Originally LANDSAT-2 had been programmed to have a

thermal sensor as well, but this addition was not made until LANDSAT-3,

launched in March 1978. The orbits of LANDSAT-l and LANDSAT-2 were

initially such that every point on the earth might be sensed every nine

days, cloud conditions permitting.

The data from LANDSAT have been used in many ways, both experiment-

ally and operationally, for identifying, analyzing, and monitoring natural

and cultural phenomena throughout the world. In one of the largest

practical applications LANDSAT data have been incorporated through

digital processing into a new mapping program currently under way in

the u.S. Geological su~ey, whose objective is the production of a

series of land use and land cover maps at a scale of 1:250,000. NASA,

t~lrough its Applications Program, has been involved in regional demon-

stration projects in the majority of the 50 states in which it provided

technical assistance to regional commissions and other local government

agencies. The program was designated to test and to promote the use of

LANDSAT data.

Remotely sensed data from LANDSAT have proven extremely valuable,

as stated by Robert Colwell, the pioneer of present-day remote sensing,

in the ERTS-l Symposium Proceedings:

At various times during the past several years my associates
and I, at the University of California, have proclaimed that
the launching of ERTS-l would usher in the most important
photographic experiment in history. with the successful
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launch of ERTS-l last July, and the satisfactory operation of its
sensor systems since then, we are fast approaching the time when
the validity of that assertion can be assessed. However, in
attempting to judge the importance of this capability, we must
continue to realize that ERTS-l imagery is of value primarily
as an aid to making accurate, timely inventories of earth
resources. Only if man exploits this inventory information as
an aid to more intelligent management of earth resources (many
of which are rapidly dwindling in quantity or rapidly deteriora
ting in quality) will the true potential importance of ERTS-l be
realized. (Finch, 1973, p , 20)

These words of optimism and caution by Colwell may prove to be an under-

statement. This will most certainly be the case if the operational

versions of the experimental LANDSAT series become a reality. Regard-

less of the operational status of LANDSAT, the images provided by the

experimental satellites certainly constitute one of the most exciting

accomplishments in recent years in earth sciences. LANDSAT-l combined

features of frequent repetitive coverage, multispectral sensors, and

synoptic viewing which are both unique and inexpensive to the user in

comparison with other remote sensing systems.

It was in this atmosphere that the author's research plans were

formulated. Having had many years of experience in various aspects of

image interpretation and application of the results, the possibilities

offered by this new remote sensing system were very enticing. Early

attempts at interpretation of LANDSAT image features pointed up severe

limitations due to small scale and low resolution. It is possible to

reduce these limitations and improve the interpretation and analysis of

image features by the accentuation or exaggeration of tonal differences,

commonly termed image enhancement. Enhancement techniques may be of

different forms, and those used for this study include density slicing

and color enhancement.
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As LANDSAT-l was launched a natural phenomenon was occurring on

the island of Hawaii--the alarming decline or dieback of the ohia rain

forest--and was the object of considerable concern and study. State

and federal forest m~~~gament agencies and biologists at the University

of Hawaii either sponsored or were engaged in a variety of research

concerning the extent, nature and cause of the decline. Essential to a

study of this sort is a means of identifying and mapping areas of

decline as they change, both in areal extent and in degree of decline.

Aerial photographs had been used as a major source of this information,

especially by the forestry agencies. The possible application of

LANDSAT data analysis to as=ist in the study of ohia decline (as a

supplement to aerial photographs) was considered and proposed by the

author. Results of early testing of enhancement procedures had strongly

suggested that the data portrayal in LANDSAT images could, through

selective enhancement, provide the necessary pattern information to

monitor the areal extent of ohia decline, and thus provide more frequent

information than was then available from conventional aerial photo

graphs which were taken only at seven to eleven year intervals.

The testing of this thesis became the objective of the research.

Encouraging indications were obtained by the author in early testing,

and work by Anderson et ale (1973) and Ciesla (1974) indicated limited

success in stratifying degrees of vegetation stress using LANDSAT images

and ultra small scale color infrared photographs, respectively. Despite

these encouragements it was recognized that the testing of the thesis

would be conducted on the margins of spectral and spatial resolution.

The research was conducted with the realization from the outset that
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the results could prove to be negative, but would nonetheless provide

a worthwhile contribution.

The following chapter contains a discussion of the LANDSAT system

and characteristics of LANDSAT images, and a review of selected liter

ature containing vegetation studies pertinent to the LANDSAT capability.



CHAPTER II

LANDSAT

The basic principles of photographic (image) interpretation that

have traditionally guided the photo interpreter hold true to a large

extent when interpreting sa";:elli te imagery. In fact, the interpre

tation of satellite images generally involves (at least on a sampling

basis) some use of aerial photographs or ground observations to confirm

the areal pattern of land cover. However, the interpretation of

satellite images is enhanced by a working knowledge of characteristics

of the primary sensor--in this case the Multispectral Scanner (MSS) of

LANDSAT. It is particularly important to understand the physical makeup

of a LANDSAT image or "scene." This will be discussed here, and will be

followed by a review of vegetation studies pertinent to LANDSAT.

Capability

LANDSAT-I, an earth focussed satellite, was launched in July 1972

by NASA and during its over five years of operation provided an un

equalled opportunity to acquire data for general users. The satellite

was in a circular near-polar sun-synchronous orbit at an altitude of

about 910 km. It circled the earth every 103 minutes and completed 14

orbits each day (Figure 2-1). The orbital pattern was selected so that

each point on the earth's surface (between 82 0 Nand 82 0 S) could be

viewed at least every 18 days at the same time of day, between 0900 and

1000 hours local time. The satellite had two imaging sensors, the

Multispectral Scanner (MSS) and the Return Beam Vidicon (REV). Very few
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RBV frames were obtained due to electrical malfunctions, but hundreds of

thousands of scenes were obtained from nearly all parts of the world

with the MSS sensor before it ceased to function in 1978.

LANDSAT-2 was launched in January 1975 with the same sensor system

as carried on LANDSAT-l, in an orbit such that the two satellites were

initially in tandem rotation nine days apart. This made it theoretically

possible to sense any point on the earth's surface (between 82° Nand

82° S) every nine days. LANDSAT-2 became non-operational in November

1979 due to altitude control problems, but corrective actions were taken

and since June 1980 LANDSAT-2 has been providing limited coverage. All

of the LANDSAT data used in the research described in this study are

from the MSS of LANDSAT-I and LANDSAT-2.

LANDSAT-3 was launched in March 1978. It carries the same sensors

as its two predecessors, plus an additional thermal sensor in the MSS

system, and the focal length in the RBV is greater. LANDSAT-3 MSS

experienced a high occurrence of line-start anomalies in early 1980 and

is being used conservatively to prolong its life.

The MSS of LANDSAT-l and LANDSAT-2 was a line scanning device which

used an oscillating mirror to continuously scan perpendicular to the

spacecraft path (Figure 2-2). Six scan lines are simultaneously swept

with each mirror oscillation in each of four spectral bands (500-600 nm,

600-700 nm, 700-800 nm, and 800-1100 r~). They are commonly referred to

as Bands 4, 5, 6, and 7, respectively (the three RBV bands are numbered

1, 2, and 3). The cross-track scan covers 185 km on the ground. Space

craft motion provides the progression of the six scanning lines along

the orbital track. Optical energy is sensed simultaneously by an array
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of detectors. Each detector subtends an instantaneous field of view on

the ground 79 meters square. The outputs from the detectors are in

digital form for transmission to receiver stations on the ground which

in turn relay the data in electronic form (payload video data tapes) to

the NASA Data Processing Facility (NDPF). The data are arbitrarily sub

divided into 185 km North-South swaths, ~hus producing a scene 185 km by

185 km. NDPF produces both Computer Compatible Tapes (CCTs) and film

images of all video tapes. The 55 rom film images are produced at a

scale of approximately 1:3,369,000 by an electron beam recorder on 70 mm

film. The image of each band is a black and white transparency. During

the video-to-film conversion initial radiometric and geometric corrections

are made to th~ image. The data are distributed through EROS Data

Center, Sioux Falls, South Dakota.

MSS Image Characteristics, Limitations and Attributes

Each LANDSAT scene is an aggregation of more than seven million

picture elements, or pixels, arranged in 2340 E-W scan lines and 3240

N-S columns of pixels. As previously stated, the instantaneous field

of view on the ground is a 79 meter square. The elementary unit of data

in each band of each scene is the integrated value of intensity of

reflected light detected in the field of view by each sensor. Over

sampling occurs as each sample overlaps the previous sample along the

scan. The resultant output is in 57 x 79 m pixels, where a "pixel is

the numerical value of the energy radiated by an instantaneous field of

view in each of the multispectral sensor bands. Numerically, a pixel

is a radiant energy point, the value of which is currently normalized

to the range of 0 to 63. Graphically, a pixel is a photographic or
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printed image of an instantaneous field of view on a 64-level gray scale

for each band" (Bernstein & Stierhoff, 1976, p. 504). Thus, the pixel

becomes the unit that is the limiting factor for resolution; i.e., no

ground feature contained entirely within an instantaneous field of view

can be resolved. It has been suggested that the term resolution should

not be used for scanning systems, rather that the term instantaneous field

of view (IFOV) is preferred (LANDSAT Data Users Handbook, 1979).

A major limitation to the process of photographic analysis is the

loss of information in repeated photographic reproduction steps. To

produce data in the photographic mode the original video tape data are

converted to photographic images. These images in turn are reproduced

at the EROS Data Center from master reproducibles in the form of trans

parencies and prints. More reproductions are made by individual

analysts in the course of image enhancements and necessary scale changes.

Thus, the photographic image is degraded to the point that, with the

exception of certain linear and/or high contrast features, the resolution

is not one pixel in size as in digital analysis, but may have been

reduced to several pixels (especially in areas of low radiance con

trast). "When photographic and electro-optical techniques are used to

extract LA~~SAT information, some of the information is randomly and

irretrievably lost. When LANDSAT information is processed by computer,

potentially no information is lost" (Bernstein and Stierhoff, 1976,

p. 506).

The other principal limitation of visual (photographic) analysis

vis-a-vis digital analysis is that in most types of photographic enhance

ment the researcher is limited to the analysis of one LANDSAT band at a
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time, whereas in digital processing up to four bands may be analyzed

simultaneously. It is possible with computer analysis to portray on a

color monitor the enhancements from one or more bands simultaneously, in

selected colors, thus increasing the combinations for data presentation,

differentiation, and analysis. In photographic analysis the researcher

is generally limited by technological constraints to analyzing single

bands, except for the case of color composites.

Two general features of LANDSAT imagery that aid in analysis of

surface phenomena, in either image or digital format, are the multi

spectral and multidate nature of the data. The multispectral quality

is shown very clearly in Figure 2-3. The figure shows LANDSAT MSS images

of bands 5 and 7 of southeastern Hawaii, including the Mauna Ulu eruption

area (A) and the Kapoho eruption area (B). The striking difference in

the appearance of the recent lava flows is very apparent. In band 5 the

lava and surrounding vegetated areas can barely be differentiated-

whereas in band 7 the lava is very dark, due to low radiance, and the

vegetation light, due to high radiance.

Images from different dates can be used to detect change by super

imposing a negative transparency of one band from one date in proper

register with the positive transparency of the same area, and the same

band, from another date. These composites can be enhanced by the use of

color transparencies (diazochromes). Figure 2-4 shows a composite of

LANDSAT images of February 1973 and July 1975 of a portion of the island

of Hawaii. The lava flow resulting from the July 1974 southwest rift

eruption in Kilauea is shown very vividly. This procedure will be

treated in more detail in Chapter IV.



Figure 2-3. Multispectral Comparison
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As mentioned earlier in the chapter, the launch of LANDSAT-2

initially provided for a nine-day interval ~f coverage. This frequency

of coverage could prove very useful in parts of the world with minimal

cloud cover, e.g., most deserts. However, in the humid tropics and sub

tropics (or any area of frequent and extensive cloud cover) it may not

be possible to obtain LANDSAT imagery at the desired frequency. As with

any sensor in the spectral range of the LANDSAT sensors, cloud cover at

the time of scanning can obscure the ground. And if the area being

sensed every nine days has a climatic pattern involving clouds on most

days, the probability of obtaining usable coverage is low. In areas of

unsuitable weather and oceanic areas the sensors and recorder may not

be turned on in order to conserve power. The severity of the problem is

apparent in Hawaii. Between 1972 and 1976 LANDSAT coverage including the

island of Hawaii was obtained only seven times (October 1972, January

1973, February 1973, March 1973, May 1973, July 1975, and October 1975).

This included images in which the island was virtually obscured by

clouds, and in one instance, only part of the island was sensed. The

frequency of coverage between October 1972 and May 1973 is relatively

good, but the 26 month gap between May 1973 and July 1975 could limit

the effectiveness of LANDSAT data for change detection and regular

monitoring of vegetation condition.

Review of Literature Pertinent to LANDSAT Capability

In the 25 years after World War II progress in remote sensing in

cluded more use of small scale imagery and many developments in tech

nology and methodology, including mUltispectral sensing and enhancement

techniques. Thirty years ago the scale of aerial photographs (~.g.,
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1:20,000) was generally large by today's standards. Then, as cameras,

films, and processing improved, and higher resolution was attainable,

the scale requirements were relaxed. The increased use of small scale

photographs was a logical step in the evolution of remote sensing. In

fact, small scale photographs (such as 1:130,000, flown by U-2 aircraft

at 65,000 feet altitude) were used as a surrogate for space photographs

in the pre-LANDSAT years. These simulated space photographs were

studied in the EROS Program of the u.S. Geological Survey.

Coupled with the trend toward smalle~ scale came the relatively new

concept of multispectral sensing--a major basis for research in vegetation

studies in tne late 1960s and continuing into the present. A still

newer development has been the presentation of remote sensing data in

digital rather than image form. The analysis of data in the digital

mode has reached a high point in the case of LANDSAT, as the data out-

puts from the detectors are in digital form, thus providing an excellent

mode for study, both in terms of resolution and the capability for rapid

detailed analysis of large areas.

To properly set the stage for the LANDSAT era (in vegetation

studies), it is appropriate first to consider the use of small scale

imagery and multispectral sensing techniques in the study of vegetation

patterns. The late pre-LANDSAT era is notable for research in forest

and crop inventory. The work of Wiegand et al. (1971) was significant in

that it demonstrated with a variety of film types that reflectance

differs little in the green and red wavelengths among crop genera, and

does not increase in the green and red with foliage density as it does

in the near infrared. Aldrich U971) demonstrated limited success in
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promoting survey efficiency by using the information in Apollo 9

photographs to aid in improving the sampling design of a multistage con

cept in forest inventory. The method he used was considered successful

in an area of land cover types that could be easily stratified, but

unsuccessful in an area with the land use pattern occurring as a fine

textured checkerboard. Rohde and Olson (1972) described the results of an

investigation of computer recognition of forest tree species from data

collected in six spectral bands between 400 and 1,000 nanometers. Dis

crimination between conifer and broadleafed species was successful, as

were some separations among various broadleafed trees, but discrimination

among conifers was less successful. Although the image scale was much

larger, the spectral region considered in their research was nearly the

same as that of LANDSAT, thus it suggested that forest vegetation could

be stratified in LANDSAT images.

Research of a more general nature, with emphasis primarily on

technique, includes that of Malila (1968), who explored the use of

multispectral techniques for producing increased image contrasts, as

well as the potential for automatic recognition of objects through

processing and computational techniques. Lauer (1969) reported that the

primary governing factors of the tone signature of a terrain feature are

film or detector sensitivity, filter transmission, feature reflectance

and/or emittance, spectral distribution of the energy source, and

atmospheric effects. Multispectral remote sensing methods were proven

successful for detecting forest mortality induced by insects in South

Dakota and locating silt-damaged stands in Australia. Egbert and Uluby

(1972) investigated the effect of angles on reflectivity, incorporating
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a method for determining spectral reflectance as a function of solar

altitude, incidence look angle, and azimuth look angle. They concluded

that this angular dependence of reflectivity can be significant and

might be used as an aid in detecting certain targets.

Since the launch of LANDSAT-l and subsequent acquisition of imagery,

much research has been done in both government agencies and the academic

community on its use. Preliminary reports were presented in September

1972 at an Earth Resources Technology Satellite-l Symposium at Goddard

Space Flight Center, Greenbelt, Maryland. Reports of preliminary

findings indicated much potential practical application of LANDSAT

imagery for environmental mensuration. In March 1973 at another symposium

at Goddard Space Flight Center, nearly 200 papers were presented on

significant results obtained from LANDSAT-I. About 30% of these papers

were on some aspect of vegetation studies. In December 1973 a Third

Earth Resources Technology Satellite-l Symposium was held by Goddard

Space Flight Center in Washington, D.C., at which about 125 papers were

presented. Again a substantial number dealt with vegetation-related

studies. One noticeable difference in research emphasis between the

second and third symposia was the decided shift toward digital rather

than image analysis. Brief comments follow on the most applicable of

these symposia papers, as well as other post-LANDSAT research activities.

Anderson et al. (1973) used LANDSAT-l imagery to study the extent of

damage done by a spruce beetle infestation of White spruce in the Kenai

Peninsula, Alaska. They were able to stratify damage to the spruce into

three levels--healthy, newly killed, and old killed. They were also able

to map pure spruce stands as being different from mixed spruce-hardwood
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stands. Kreitzer (1974) described several direct additive color printing

methods to produce color composite images from LANDSAT multispectral

separations. Nielsen (1974) described an enhancement technique using

Agfacontour film which allows the isolation and recording of the different

densities present in ordinary film negatives or positives. Tapper and

Pease (1973) reported limited success using the same technique to map

Joshua trees in the Mojave Desert, from a LANDSAT-l image, and suggested

further research. This technique is discussed further by Rodriguez

Bejarano (1975) and applied to forest type delineation. His account is

interesting and informative, but his statement, "At present the only

available photographic material capable of producing the equidensities

conveniently and directly from a photographic image is Agfacontour film,"

is incorrect. There are other materials and techniques available; in

fact, Rodriguez-Bejarano cites the "photographic masking" method which

Nielsen described as a "simple but time-consuming process."

Of the research dealing specifically with LANDSAT imagery, and with

vegetation, certainly a landmark work with application to vegetation

studies is "Evaluation of ERTS-l Data for Forest and Rangeland Survey."

This report describes experimental uses of LANDSAT data "for inventorying

forests and rangelands and for detecting areas of forest disturbance or

stress--either because of adverse natural phenomena or activities of

man" (Heller, 1975, p. 3). The study was done under a contract between

the U.S. National Aeronautics and Space Administration and the U.S.

Department of Agriculture. NASA provided the funds and the Forest

Service provided the researchers. The study was comprehensive in con

cept, scope and execution, as it considered three diverse areas of the
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United states, and several aspects of vegetative infor.mation--forest

inventory, forest stress, and range inventory. Analysis was done both

by conventional methods of image interpretation, and computer-assisted

techniques using LANDSAT CCT's, with mixed results. For example, LANDSAT

data were found useful for broad classification, but only partly accept

able for identification of cover types; forest stress from insect in

festation could not be d~tected.

A particularly noteworthy report is that by Heath (1974) who led a

NASA team of investigators determining the value of LANDSAT data to

foresters. The team found conventional photo interpretation methods for

producing timber type maps from the LANDSAT imagery largely unsuccessful,

apparently, according to Heath, because the eye could not separate all

the fine gradations of tone that were needed. Conversely, Heath

reports several types of computer-assisted methods using data tapes

proved far more feasible for producing timber type maps. An unexpected

result of the investigation showed the capability for mapping fire and

insect damage, with areas of insect damage as small as two ha (five

acres) being detected. This is not as small as the 2.8 acre size of

chlorotic sorghum detected by Gausman et ale (1975), but a field crop

cover is normally more homogeneous than forest cover, affording a more

even texture against which any unusual tone would be more apparent.

Gausman et ale made their interpretation from a computer printout of

band 5. Gausman et ale (1974) used color infrared film to photograph

normal and chlorotic sorghum and showed that images on the film became

darker as chlorophyll concentration increased, and that plant size was

not related to density readings. Gausman (1974) also reported on the
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causes of variations in reflectance of agricultural crops in the near

infrared (750-1350 nm). He stated that near infrared light is scattered

or reflected from leaves by refractive index discontinuities and con

cluded that the most important discontinuity was at the interface of

hydrated cell walls with intercellular air spaces. Ciesla (1974) used

LANDSAT-l underflight color infrared photos of a NASA test site in

western Montana taken from a U-2 to measu~e the capability to resolve

forest insect damage. The photo scale was approximately 1:125,720.

Three insect outbreaks had occurred within the test site. Of the three

types of damage done to the forest, one was readily discernible,

detection of another was partially successful, and the third was not

discernible. No report was made of evaluation of the corresponding

LANDSAT imagery to detect the forest damage--in fact there is no in

dication that the LANDSAT imagery was used at all.

Murtha (1974) used electronic color enhancement to delineate S02

damage to forests on LANDSAT imagery. Three damage zones were dis

cernible: total-kill, heavy-kill, and medium damage. The results of

the LANDSAT interpretation were similar to the results of aerial sketch

mapping and air photo interpretation of the same areas. Band 5 afforded

the greatest detail for assessing the damage, followed successively by

bands 4, 6 and 7. This is one of the few occasions noted by the author

in the literature in which band 4 by itself has been reported to provide

better information than bands 6 and 7 for vegetation analysis. On winter

LANDSAT imagery total-kill damage could not be consistently distinguished

from clear-cut logging, burned areas, frozen lakes and bogs. Erb (1974)

reported the detection during a supervised computer analysis of a
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2-hectare portion of a pine stand infested by pinebark beetle. The

infestation was detected indirectly in exploring the cause for mis

classification in the computer analysis. Rouse et ale (1974) developed

a method for quantitative measurement of rangeland vegetative conditicn

using LANDSAT bands 5 and 7. The radiance values in the two bands were

corrected for sun angle and used to compute a band ratio parameter which

they showed to be correlated with the above ground green biomass.

Ashley and Rea (1975) made density measurements on LANDSAT-l

transparencies (bands 5 and 7) using a 0.4 mm diameter densitometer

aperature. They found that a band ratio rather than individual band

readings improved the ability to identify seasonal vegetation differ

ences. Anderson and Schubert (1976) used LANDSAT data in both image and

digital form to delineate strip mine areas in western Maryland and West

Virginia. Their very significant two-part analysis used manual image

interpretation techniques and also the ERTS-Analysis and LARS computer

systems, with CCT's. They found that some of the areas of interest were

too small (80 to 300 meters across) to be shown in the desired detail on

LANDSAT imagery (i.e., the technique was not accurate enough to quantity

all the affected areas planimetrically). On the other hand, the ERTS

Analysis and LARSYS 2 systems showed good correlation and provided more

reliable information, particularly on the smaller areas (of the 140

strip mines surveyed more than 75% were less than 23 acres, and nearly

half were less than 11 acres).

Tucker and Ma;=well (19761 collected spectral reflectance data from

experimental plots of blue grama grass. They evaluated the LANDSAT MSS

and REV by simulating the bandwidths of the various sensors. They found
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MSS bands 5 and 7 were well suited for biological remote sensing, whereas

band 6 was somewhat redundant to band 7. Also, they found the 700 to 740

nanometer region to be degraded by noise. This was due to the random

effects that occur in this transition region between strong chlorophyll

absorption in the far red and the higher reflectance in the near infrared

which results from internal leaf scattering mechanisms in the absence of

absorption. Three spectral bands of strong statistical significance

(350-500, 630-690, and 740-1,000 nm) were identified and found to be

persistent both early and late in the growing season.

In a project that encountered problems similar to those of this

author, Capehart et al. (1977) attempted to produce county maps showing

the areal extent of Melaleuca quinquenervia in selected portions of

south Florida. They used LANDSAT data, with analysis done by a NASA

facility, equipped with the G.E. Image 100 System. After repeated

unsuccessful attempts to develop an acceptable classification, the

project goal was modified from mapping the extent of Melaleuca to that

of a feasibility study using LANDSAT data. Several reasons were cited

for the lack of success in the original goal. There were few large

uniform stands of Melaleuca and the inherent variability found within and

among Melaleuca stands due to different ages, densities, composition and

substrate, proved to be insurmountable obstacles in producing the dis

tribution maps from LANDSAT data. Despite the resulting variability in

spectral reflectance they suggested further investigation of the LANDSAT

approach. In the meantime they believe the only viable options are the

more expensive and time-consuming color aerial photography, and ground

and aerial observation techniques.
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Using data previously published by Tucker and Maxwell (1976),

Tucker (1978a) evaluated the possible redundancy of the two proposed

LANDSAT-D thematic mapper near-infrared bands (750-800 and 800-910 nm)

for monitoring vegetation stress. He concluded (as shown by previous

research) that certain plant stresses cause a rounding of the shoulder

of the near-infrared reflectance plateau (the shoulder is nearly square

in an unstressed condition). This was most apparent in the 750-800 r~

region, but also was apparent in the 800-900 and 750-900 rum regions.

Secondly, grass canopy water stress was found to affect canopy spectral

response not by altering the normal grass plant's spectral response, but

rather by causing plant density or biomass differences. Stressed areas

had a lower biomass, and hence a lower photographic infrared spectral

response. And thirdly, LANDSAT-D is scheduled to have a 760-900 rum

photographic infrared sensor which should combine general vegetational

utility with the ability to detect "plateau rounding" types of stresses.

Jensen et al. (1978) made a comparative evaluation of the utility

of two image formats for digital crop identification. They conducted

the study on a 140 square km area in Kern County, California. They com

pared multidate crop identification using microdensitometer scanned

color infrared high-altitude photographs (original scale 1:120,000) with

LANDSAT digital data. The paper cites earlier work by others who had

reported encouraging accuracies achieved both by color infrared photo

graphs and mUltispectral scanner data (including LANDSAT digital data).

The purpose of the study by Jensen et al. was to determine which was

the better for digital crop identification. Their preliminary results

indicated that the LANDSAT digital approach is superior to analysis of
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digitized high-altitude photographs, because vignetting in the high

altitude photographs caused serious signature extension problems.

Vignetting is the result of interference in the camera system with

oblique rays entering the lens, which causes a reduction in the quantity

of light. The visible effect in the photographic print is overexposure

of the photograph center and relative underexposure toward the edges.

This author made no such comparisons of digitized data, but did

experience the vignetting problem cited by Jensen et al. in a density

slicing procedure involving low and medium altitude aerial photographs.

Resulting density slices were very adversely affected by the unequal

exposures and resulting tonal variations in different parts of the

photograph.

Heller (1978) considers the use of LANDSAT data (either image or

digital) for vegetation damage assessment to be of limited value. His

paper does an extr.emely perceptive job of clarifying the limitations of

LANDSAT. He cites basic, yet often overlooked facts; e.g., a slight

spectral change in the LANDSAT image is explained by defoliation where

it is known to occur, but elsewhere the same spectral change in other

parts of the image could be caused by reduced vegetation density, rather

than defoliation. He stresses the need for quantitative reporting and

discusses the effect of atmospheric attenuation on reflectance values,

together with the relativity of reflective values due to electronic

amplification of reflectance signals. He further recommends a yellow

orange band from 580-620 nm to coincide with the yellow to orange

color of chlorotic vegetation. The importance of ground truth checking

was also stressed.
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In an area very rarely touched upon in the literature, Watkins

(1978) addressed the subject of the economics of remote sensing, by

summarizing papers on remote sensing of vegetation presented at the

First and Second Conferences on the Economics of Remote Sensing

Information Systems. Watkins sets forth three principles: (1) the

benefits and costs should be evaluated for the difference between

economic conditions with and without the project; (2) economic benefits

and costs of impacts are expressed in terms of the amount of money which.

would be equivalent in its effect on those affected; and (3) for small

changes in the output of a product the value to a user of a product is

equal to the price which users have been paying times the change in

output, i.e., its market value. The papers summarized by Watkins

included case studies of remote sensing costs of both aircraft and

satellite data sources, as well as complete information systems in

volving satellite, aircraft and ground data collection. The consensus

of the papers was favorable with respect to the economic benefits of

LANDSAT, even considering the estimated annual costs for LANDSAT ($60

million) •

Tucker (1978b) made an incisive evaluation and comparison of

present and future satellite sensors for monitoring vegetation. He

compared 17 wave bands of two operating sensors (LANDSAT MSS, 4 bands;

and LANDSAT REV, 3 bands) and three sensors in the planning or con

struction phase (LANDSAT-D Thematic Mapper, 4 bands; the French Systems

Probatoire d'Observation de la Terre (SPOT), 3 bands; and Colvocoresses·

proposed (1977) "operational LANDSAT," 3 bands). He evaluated four of

the LANDSAT-D sensor b~lds and compared the results to the other four
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sensors (MSS, REV, SPOT, and "operational LANDSAT"), using simulation/

integration techniques and spectral reflectance data collected in situ

(blue grama grass plots sampled by spectroradiometric measurement in

June and September). He reported spectral characteristics of LANDSAT-I,

-2, and -3 sensors ranged from good to poor for monitoring vegetation.

He concluded: (1) the four LANDSAT-D Thematic Mapper sensors tested

were very well suited for remote sensing of vegetated targets, and

predicted significant improvement in its efficiency over the LANDSAT

MSS; and (2) the sensor bandwidths must be restricted to regions of the

spectrum where the same vegetation-spectral reflectance relationship

predominates. This was put in context by his review of five primary and

two transition regions that exist between 350 and 2,500 nm, as previously

described in the literature by him and others.

Thompson and Wehmanen (1979) used a technique developed during the

1976 South Dakota drought and in 1977 it was applied throughout the Great

Plains for detecting and monitoring vegetative water stress over large

areas. The technique, Green Index Number (GIN), used LANDSAT digital

data from thirty-six 5 x 6 nautical mile sampling frames during the

1976 and 1977 growing seasons to classify each area as moisture stressed

or normal. This classification was compared to the Crop Moisture Index

(CMI--a ground based index provided by the U.S. Department of Commerce)

for the same periods. Statistical testing of this comparison demon

strated a high degree of agreement between the remote sensing based

information and the CMI. In an extension of the technique, maps based

on LANDSAT digital data were produced for parts of the USSR and Australia

that showed moisture stress, and were compared to ground information
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(necessarily sparse in the case of the USSR). The results indicated the

possibility of detecting drought conditions where ground information is

not readily available, although the results were weaker than the GIN-eMI

comparison in the U.S. The authors concluded that the results show the

technique for monitoring agricultural vegetative water stress over a

small geographic region is expandable to large geographic areas and to

different parts of the world. They pointed out, however, that the task

may be easier for semi-arid wheat growing regions, whereas the extension

to more humid, forested regions will require more study.

These accounts of recent research concerning the use of LANDSAT

data for vegetation studies have dealt primarily with "one-time" sensing

--reflecting little emphasis on the aspect of sequential or repetitive

coverage. This concept warrants further comment at this point. Several

years before LANDSAT was launched Schepis (1968) showed it was possible

to use time-lapse remote sensing for a worldwide system of agricultural

resources analysis, including crop identification, management procedures

and crop production. He also noted the suitability for earth-orbital

missions to adopt time-lapse systems. Steiner (1970) noted that the

spectral dimension has received most of the research effort to the

exclusion of the time dimension. He showed possible uses of the time

dimension and suggested operational automated crop surveys from space.

The methodology set forth by both Schepis and Steiner could be applied

to forest vegetation as well as agricultural vegeta~ion, and theoreti

cally could be effective in monitoring areas of stress as well as

inventorying type. The outstanding advantage of LANDSAT in providing

sequential coverage is cited by Heath (1974) as a possible means of
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monitoring the areal extent of damage from epidemics such as the tussock

moth and the spruce budworm.

With regard to purely academic research, during the past several

years eleven doctoral dissertations dealing with LANDSAT imagery have

been recorded in Dissertation Abstracts. Four of these deal with

vegetation, although none has considered the application of LANDSAT data

to the study of vegetation stress. Langley (1975) established a

theoretical guideline for the best allocation of samples to various

stages of a mUltistage sample survey, and used the technique in timber

surveys. Stockton (l975) evaluated LANDSAT data for crop identification

in a semi-arid climate. He used the LARSYS software system to analyze

the LANDSAT multispectral data. Hardy (1976) used data from various

sensors, including LANDSAT, to describe and analyze vegetation boundary

zones in several test sites in the United States and Canada. Schwarz

(1976) used satellite images to compile an "interpretability map" of

U.S. agriculture. He concluded that the identification of regional

interpretability variations can serve to make remote sensing a more

effective land use mapping tool by suggesting the best regional

allocation of the most efficient data collection systems.

Of the other seven, Maul (1974) evaluated LA~~SAT imagery for

observing ocean current boundaries; Tavakoli (1974) studied recognition

systems and processes using satellite scenes; Boland (1975) evaluated

LANDSAT data for determination of lacustrine trophic state; Hallberg

(1975) tested the applicability of LANDSAT imagery for geologic work;

McKeon (l975) evaluated the delineation of glacial deposits by computer

processing of LANDSAT multispectral data; Paludan (1975) evaluated the
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use of repetitive LANDSAT imagery for providing information significantly

beneficial to the study of geography--specifically, land use surveys;

Kimerling (1976) discussed theoretical and practical relationships

between remote sensing and cartography, concluding that future con

solidation of cartographic and remote sensing activities appears to be

inevitable.

Early in the LANDSAT era there was considerable research using

LANDSAT images, but there soon developed a marked trend for research

efforts to use primarily digital analysis to the near exclusion of

studies limited to image analysis. The results of these research efforts

generally showed that digital analysis gave better accuracy than image

analysis as a result of the greater tonal discrimination possible. The

majority of the research reviewed dealt with agricultural crops rather

than forest evaluation, and generally greater success resulted from

monitoring crops rather than forests.

Experience has shown that forest stands involving a variety of

ages, densities and composition of understory exhibit large spectral

reflectance variations that greatly limit the level of discrimination.

By contrast, in crop studies there is greater uniformity in age and

density, and little variation in understory or substrate. This results

in greater uniformity in spectral reflectance, and a greater accuracy in

discrimination by LANDSAT data. In those studies involving forest con

ditions, the vast majority reporting successful results did so in the

area of type discrimination, with less success in the detection of

areas suffering from disease or insect infestation.
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Despite these limitations where forest applications are concerned,

several studies reported some success in monitoring vegetation stress

using LANDSAT images--notably Anderson et al. (1973), Tapper and Pease

(1973) and Murtha (1974), as discussed earlier. Further, there is a

valid need for evaluating UU~DSAT data presented in image format because

it is more generally accessible. The author had initially envisioned a

study limited strictly to image analysis, but as the work progressed, and

the results became more complex it became apparent that even though the

primary methodology being tested was limited to analysis and interpreta

tion of images and image enhancements, the use of digital data to help

explain the results was not only advisable, but essential.

The succeeding chapter includes a description of the nature of the

problem to be explored in this study. This will be followed in Chapter

IV by a discussion of the methods used to test the feasibility of usir.q

a remote sensing system such as LANDSAT to provide data for monitor~ng

the areal extent of forest variations.



CHAPTER III

THE PROBLEM TO BE ANALYZED:

MAPPING OHIA DECLINE

The Background of the Ohia Decline (Dieback)

One of the most important as well as picturesque native trees in

Hawaii is the ohia lehua (Metrosideros collina), found throughout the

high islands of Hawaii. Several species have been named in Hawaii,

although it has also been suggested that only one subspecies, polyrnorpha,

but with a number of varieties, is represented (Porter, 1973). It is

the most common woody species of the montane rain forest and is found

at all elevations from sea level to over 8,000 feet (Porter, 1973).

Numerous types are found in Hawaii (hence, the subspecific name,

polymorpha), ranging from tree heights of 100 feet and more to flowering

individuals as little as six inches tall found in bogs (Carlquist, 1970).

Associated with ohia forests, notably on the margins, are koa

(Acacia koa) trees. The major islands of the Hawaiian chain contain

nearly one million acres of ohia and ohia-koa forests. These forests

are valuable for watershed cover, wildlife habitat, timber, forage, and

recreation. As stated in Forests and Forestry in the American States,

"In Hawaii the most valuable product of the forest is water, rather than

wood. It follows that conservation of its watersheds by keeping them

permanently clothed with protective forests is the chief duty of any

forester in the islands" (Widner, 1968, p. 553). In addition, the

ohia is particularly important because it is a pioneer species on new

lava flows (Kliejunas and Ko, 1974).
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About 75% (nearly 288,000 hal of the total forest area of the

Hawaiian Islands is found on the island of Hawaii. In Figure 3-1, a

LANDSAT mosaic made from two successive LANDSAT scenes, the principal

forest areas appear in very dark tones: (1) between Hilo and Mauna Keai

(2) southsoutheast of Mauna Loa; and (3) an area (partly cloud covered)

westsouthwest of Mauna Loa. The site of this study is outlined in the

figure.

During the past several years a cause for concern among Hawaiian

foresters and other resource managers has been the apparent decline of

ohia and ohia-koa forests, particularly on the island of Hawaii. The

indication of decline was first observed on the island of Hawaii about

40 years ago--and nearly 70 years ago on Maui (Lyon, 1909)--but it was

not until recently that the severity of the problem has been recognized

and its cause sought. Even recently the decline has not been given

notice by some scientific writers:

Ohia lehua is the dominant tree of the Hawaiian forests,
and it may hold this position precisely because it has such
extraordinary variety--variety which keeps it "genetically
healthy," leads to the development of new types, which in
turn hybridize, retaining the variability. The ohia lehua is
a model of a successful system under island conditions.
(Carlquist, 1970, p. 118)

Further evidence of the hardiness of ohia was reported by Smathers

(1972, p. 185), who observed the survival of "Metrosideros trees buried

under more than 2.5 m. of ash" from the Kilauea Iki eruption in 1959.

Despite Carlquist's recent note of ohia being "a model of a

successful system," and the hardiness noted by Smathers, the current

decline problem has caused concern and serious study in some circles.

Indicative of the concern and resulting efforts to survey the extent,

rate of spread, and severity of the decline:
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Figure 3-1. LANDSAT Mosaic of Island 0:1: Hawaii
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Thousands of acres of ohia lehua (Metrosideros collina)
forests on the island of Hawaii have died, and tree death
is progressing rapidly into healthy forests . • . Federal
and State agencies are seeking to determine the causes of
the decline a~d what control measures are feasible.
(Burgan and Nelson, 1972, p. 1)

The Institute of Pacific Islands Forestry (IPIF), a unit of the

Forest Service of the USDA, has focussed its study on a 80,000 ha portion

of windward Hawaii (Figure 3-2). This area was chosen because it con-

tained signs of ohia decline of "epidemic proportions." The IPIF study

has used both ground observation and interpretation of aerial photo-

graphs taken in 1954, 1965, and 1972-73. The objective was to compile

maps and statistics showing the areas and rates of decline from 1954 to

1973.

It is the consensus of Forest Service scientists and others that

loss of this dominant tree cover over large areas could have serious

long range consequences, as forest regeneration could be hindered by

aggressi.ve plants invading areas of decline. There is not a consensus

however on either the primary cause of the decline, or for that matter,

whether the decline is indeed serious, and warrants the concern evinced

by some, notably the Forest Service.

Causes of Decline

In the past several causes have been advanced: among these are

frost, sulphur dioxide, diseases, high rainfall, poor drainage, insect

damage, and natural cyclic succession. The various current hypothetical

causes have been rather neatly summarized and categorized by Mueller-'

Dombois (1977) into two general ohia decline hypotheses: The disease

(or insect damage) hypothesis; and the succession or natural phenomenon
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Figure 3-2. Institute of Pacific Islands Forestry Ohia Study Area
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hypothesis. The majority of the researchers in recent years have been

advocates of the disease or insect damage hypothesis--at least this was

the direction of their research; Mueller-Dornbois has been the principal

proponent of the succession theory, and those following this tack have

been relatively few in number.

According to Burgan and Nelson (1972) all of the ohia decline could

not be attributed to the same agent. Some of the earlier decline had

been attributed to frost and sulphur dioxide. Their 1972 paper also

cited other factors, including possibly the shoestring root-rot,

Armillaria mellea, as being responsible for the current losses at that

time. It has since been determined that A. mellea could not be con

sidered a major factor in ohia decline, even though it is relatively

widespread, and a serious factor in isolated areas (Holtzmann and Ko,

1975). Kliejunas and Ko (1973) considered the possibility that

Phytophthora cinnamomi, another fungus was responsible. Their paper

reported that P. cinnamomi caused the death of ohia in greenhouse tests,

however field tests showed correlation with high rainfall and poor

drainage, but not with ohia decline. They further reported in 1973 and

1974 on research that indicated nutrient deficiency as an important

factor in ohia decline. Research reported by Holtzrnann in 1975 showed

that of three organisms shown to be pathogenic to ohia, the most

pathogenic and widespread in the decline areas was P. cinnarnomi. More

recent field study by entomologists from the Bishop Museum (Honolulu} has

centered on the role of the woodboring beetle Plagithrnysus bilineatus

in ohia decline (Papp, personal communication, 1976). Figure 3-3 shows

the trunk of an ohia tree from which the bark has been removed to reveal



Figure 3-3. Plagithmysus bilineatus Galleries in Ohia Trunk
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the galleries of the ~. bilineatus. As reported by Mueller-Dombois

(1977, pp. 84-85), the results of research presented by Kliejunas at

an Ohia Decline Seminar in October 1977 eliminate P. cinnamomi as a

primary cause of ohia decline, although its role as a secondary cause

is considered possible. Papp concluded that P. bilineatus can be

considered both a cause and an effect of ohia decline, although

Muller-Dombois felt that Papp's data "showed little evidence for the

borer's role as a cause."

Papp et al. (1979) have concluded that although ~. bilineatus and

P. cinnamomi are associated with declining ohia trees and are no doubt

contributing to decline symptoms, neither organism appeared to trigger

epidemic ohia decline. Site conditions or environmental factors may be

primary causes in the initiation of epidemic decline, although no single

agent or enviror~ental factor has been associated with all declining

trees at all of their test sites.

Mueller-Dombois has elaborated in great detail on his hypothesis

of succession or natural phenomenon, and uses the results of his research

to develop a theory which he proposes in his report (1977). Ohia popu

lation structures were determined by detailed sampling in over 35 ohia

forest stands, and five different forms of decline were recognized

(these will be considered in more detail in the following section).

Several different factors were suggested or proposed as being the

cause(s) in the various forms of decline, and have been formulated

into new working hypotheses.
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Leaf and Canopy Form and their Spectral Response

To understand what constitutes decline and thus recognize the

various forms of decline, one must consider the phenology of leaf

production and leaf fall of the ohia. Leaves are produced during periods

of vegetative flushing, which occur during much of the year. Leaf fall

normally continues throughout the year with most leaves having a life

span of two to three years. In general the loss due to leaf fall is

offset by production of new leaves. Varieties of Metrosideros which

experience less regular flushing also have irregular leaf fall.

Ohia leaves are generally oval in shape when young, about two to

four centimeters in length, but become more elongated when older and

commonly grow six to eight centimeters long. Examples of the leaf

structure and typical flower clusters are shown in Figure 3-4. There is

a great variety in flower color. Red is the most common but shades from

burgundy to yellow are known. The blossoms are normally widely scattered

over the branch tips; only very rarely do they occur in profusion on a

single tree, so do not constitute a significant factor in the reflectance

signature obtained in remote sensing.

The shape, appearance and manner of growth of the ohia are varied.

Leaf and branch growth are summarized by Porter (1973, p. 58):

Metrosideros trees in Hawaii have manifold growth. Budding,
flushing, and leaf fall occur much of the time, each branch
being on an independent cycle. Each branch grows inter
mittently and produces flushes having varying internode
lengths and a gradation of leaf size • . . The flushes are
determinate and rate of elongation after bud break is re
lated to variety, elevation and temperature, and the position
on the tree or shrub • • • Metrosideros has small sclerophyllous
evergreen leaves that abscise gradually from the time of flushing
to about three years. The average life span of a leaf is two
years. There is no annual thinning out of the crown.



A. Ohia Leaf Structure

B. Ohia-lehua Blossom

Figure 3-4. Leaf and Flower Structure of Ohia-lehua.
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The ohia growth chracteristics discussed above (particularly the

fact that each branch is on an individual cycle, and that there is no

annual thinning out of the crown) suggest that spectral response vari-

ations at different times of year will indicate changes in basic vigor

(e.g., decline), rather than seasonal changes. Further, there is no

distinctive pattern of leaf orientation that would greatly affect the

radiance of the tree when illuminated from different angles. Thus, the

effect of seasonal variation in sun angle would tend to be minimized.

Although ohia is highly variable, within a regime of similar

elevation, temperature, moisture, substrate, etc., tree sizes and

shapes will follow a pattern. Some cornmon variations in appearance are

shown in Figures 3-5 and 3-6 (all examples are healthy trees). Figure

3-6 also shows the tree fern (Cibotiurn) understory.

Forms of Ohia Decline

As mentioned in the preceding section, Mueller-Dornbois (1977,

pp. 72-81) has recognized and described five different forms of decline.

Brief descriptions are excerpted below:

1) The Wetland Dieback.--This dieback type is most prevalent on
very moist to wet, shallow-soil habitats, ••. is characterized
primarily on air photographs as a large-area dieback, varying in
size from less than a hectare to several hectares over uniform
sites. It seems to stop wherever there is a major change in
habitat. Canopy density may vary from dense to open •.. A
probable cause could be temporary or prolonged inundation (or
flooding) of the root system of the ohia trees.

2) The Dryland Dieback.--This dieback type appears to be restricted
to mesic or well-drained sites, where it occurs on both shallow
soil and deep-soil habitats. On air photographs this dieback
type shows a "pocket"-like distribution. These pockets are
usually less than an acre to rarely more than an acre in size
• . • it appears probable that the dryland dieback is a response
to a plant-crowding phenomenon on these mesic sites.
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Figure 3-5. Examples of Healthy Ohia Trees.
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Figure 3-6. Ohia Forest with cibotium Understory
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3) The Ohia-Displacement Dieback--This third kind of dieback was
found only on moderately moist deep-soil habitats in Olaa Forest
Tract, where much of the area is covered by mono-dominant tree
fern (Cibotium spp.) forests ••• Many of these trees ... now
seem to be dying slowly from overmaturity. The moderately moist
deep-soil habitats on Olaa Tract • . • obviously represent the
ecological optimum for tree ferns in the entire study area. Here
tree ferns are effectively crowding out ohia as a successional
tree species.

4) The Bog-Formation Dieback--This form of dieback occurs only on
very moist to extremely wet deep-soil habitats, which cover a
large area • . . north of Wailuku Stream, . . . Like the wetland
dieback, the bog-formation dieback appears to be associated with
habitat inundation, except that the inundation can be considered
permanent instead of periodically fluctuating . . . the dieback
does not appear to be a phenomenon that has occurred suddenly and
recently. Instead it gives a strong indication of having gone
on for a very long time . . . Several ohia tree generations seem
to be involved in this process.

5) The Individual-Tree Dieback.--In all "healthy" closed forest
samples we have observed a few isolated dead, standing trees.
This "individual-tree dieback" is therefore a common phenomenon
in natural ohia rain forest stands. Some of these individuals
had died recently, with brown leaves still hanging on; others
had died a longer time ago. Commonly these trees were of lower
diameter classes and subcanopy position. Their death may be ex
plained as a normal event of natural thinning of the physio
logically weaker individuals. Death may be the result of
intraspecific competition or a combination of factors including
a pathogen or a wood borer, such as Plagithmysus bilineatus (the
endemic ohia borer).

The main difference from the previously discussed diebacks
is that this form of dieback strikes only individual trees which
are scattered throughout an otherwise "healthy" forest. It is
thus not to be confused with a stand-dieback, where groups of
neighboring trees are dying more or less simultaneously.

With regard to the above descriptions, the one-acre pockets of the

dryland dieback and the individual-tree dieback are smaller than LANDSAT

MSS can resolve. The areas subject to bog-formation dieback are not

within the study area of this author.

Mueller-Dombois noted that all wetland dieback and nearly all dry-

land dieback areas analyzed in his project showed adequate reproduction.
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The exceptions were those areas of dense ohia which resulted in shady

conditions on the forest floor and areas of ohia-displacement dieback

where it appears that old big-diameter ohia trees are dying out slowly

without adequate replacement by reproduction.

Aside from any other considerations (i.e., appraisal of the merit

of the disease/insect hypothesis vis-a-vis the succession hypothesis)

the work done by Mueller-Dombois in classifying the five forms of

dieback has clearly benefited the interpretation and analysis of

remotely sensed data showing variations in ohia decline. This is also

true of his observations on the reproduction patterns in various die

back areas. Whether or not the Mueller-Dombois hypothesis is accepted,

the descriptions of the various dieback conditions, whatever the cause,

are helpful in identifying and quantifying various types and extent of

decline. For example, defining dieback areas strictly in terms of

severity, without recognizing the existence of the multiple dieback

manifestations, will have an impact on the accuracy of any portrayal

of areal extent derived from interpretation of remotely sensed data.

The present forest decline has occurred both as a rapid wilt

followed by death of trees, and/or a slow progressive decline causing

a thinning of foliage, many dead twigs, and general unthrifty appearance

followed by complete defoliation and death (Laernmlen and Bega, 1972).

Occasionally dead trees will have many brown leaves still hanging on,

but these instances appear to be isolated. These are the visible

changes that occur as a decline develops, either in isolated trees or in

groups of trees. Due to the limiting factor of the LANDSAT MSS instan

taneous field of view, isolated trees or a stand of trees less than
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pixel size will not be resolved. For example, in Figure 3-7 (looking

southwesterly toward the summit of Mauna Loa) the isolated dead tree

crowns in the foreground and the decline pockac in the lower right corner

would not be resolved--i.e., could not be distinguished from the large

area of dense healthy ohia in the foreground. However, the extensive

area of severe decline in the upper left and middle background would

contribute to an increase in spectral reflectance as the lighter toned

understory is exposed. As the density of the ohia canopy decreases due

to either decline or sparseness of the stand, the reflectance recorded

by the MSS sensors will be influenced increasingly by the reflectance of

the understory. The understory, whether tree fern or mixed shrubs, will

normally have a higher reflectance than ohia, and may show even more

variability than the ohia canopy. These variations form the basis for

the use of spectral reflectance data to monitor ch~~ges in the areal

extent or severity of the decline. Figure 3-8 shows the contrasting

appearance of healthy trees beside dead or dying trees.

Past and Present Remote Sensing Methods of Mapping Ohia Decline/

Regeneration and Natural Variations in Canopy Cover

The IPIF study referred to earlier used three sets of aerial photo

graphs to analyze decline: 1954 (1:38,000, black and white); 1965

(1:24;000, black and white); and 1972-73 (1:12,000, natural colorl. A

grid of 1450 equally spaced points, each representing a 55 ha (136 acre)

plot, was marked on each set of aerial photographs. Each point was

assigned a plot number which corresponded to the same point on the

photographs fromth~·three dates. Each point was the center of a one

acre (0.4 ha) circular plot centered on each 55 ha plot. Each sample
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Figure 3-7. Healthy and Declining Ohia Forests, Northeast Flank of l1auna Loa
(Source: E.Q.P. Petteys)
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Figure 3-8. Examples of Declining Ohia Trees
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was studied stereoscopically on the three sets of photographs, and a

"decline condition class" assigned each plot, as well as an estimate of

the percentage of plot area covered by healthy tree canopy. Decline

condition classes were defined as:

Condition: Class:

Severe Over 40% of tree canopy 1
dead or dying

Moderate 11 to 40% of canopy 2
dead or dying

Slight 1 to 10% of canopy 3
dead or dying

No decline Entire canopy apparently healthy 4

Figure 3-9 shows the maps developed by IPIF to portray the areal

extent of each decline condition class, as derived from interpretation

of the aerial photographs for the three dates of their study--1954,

1965, and 1972-73. To aid photo interpretation accuracy, 1972-73

photos were studied by IPIF personnel at various field sites. Also,

"canopy loss classes" were developed for the time intervals from 1954

to 1965, and 1965 to 1972-73, using estimates of the percentage of plot

area covered by healthy tree canopy for each plot on each aerial photo

set.

The main conclusions of the IPIF study (Petteys et al., 1975) were:

1) The forest declined markedly from 1954 to 1973;

2) The health status and canopy loss of the forest
deteriorated as the mean annual rainfall increased;

3) The severity of decline decreased as elevation
increased.

In 1975-76 IPIF personnel performed some experimental analysis

at the EROS Data Center, using CCT's for the same LANDSAT scene
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(E-1203-20180, 11 Feb 73) used by this author for the majority of his

analyses. The IPIF personnel used hardware (Image 100), software and

the assistance of personnel at the EROS Data Center to develop land

cover classifications of the ohia rain forest on Hawaii Island. Their

analyses did not go beyond the training stage, and thus a comparison of

their classifications and the classifications in this study was not

deemed worthwhile.

An integral part of Mueller-Dombois' Technical Report #20, Ohia

Rain Forest Study (1977) are vegetation maps produced by Jacobi. He used

aerial photographs taken in 1972, 1974 and 1975 to establish map unit

boundaries, and subsequently checked these both on the ground ~~d from

the air. The two Jacobi maps which cover this author's study area are

reproduced in Figures 3-10 and 3-11. They will be used and their

importance discussed in greater detail in succeeding chapters.

This chapter has set the scene for the nature of the problem to be

studied through the use of remotely sensed data. The study is not in

tended to determine directly the primary cause of the ohia decline, nor

to evaluate various hypotheses and theories proposed to explain decline.

Rather, it is to evaluate a possible means of monitoring the areal

extent and severity ·~f the decline in different locations, and in this

indirect way serve as a tool to aid in the solution of the ohia decline

problems.

The greater emphasis put on the Mueller-Dombois theory should not be

implied as an endorsement of that theory. It is simply that the Mueller

Dombois classification of dieback types provides a more detailed

description of the range of variations in forms of stressed vegetation,
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whereas IPIF studies consider only degrees of decline in a given area,

rather than degrees of various types of decline.

It is important to have detailed information on the character of

the forest because of the particular remotely sensed data used in IPIF

studies (conventional aerial photographs) and the sensors used by this

author (multispectral scanners operating in both visible and near-infrared

wavelengths). For example, in different parts of the study area,

"healthy" forests near the Saddle Road (north of the study area) the tree

density is less than one-third of that found in a "healthy" forest near

Stainback Highway (near the center of the study area). Such a difference

in tree density will certainly cause a difference in radiance as the MSS

scans the two healthy stands, and it is these radiance variations that

are the measure of differences in the forest as portrayed on a LANDSAT

image. The spectral signature of a sparse stand of healthy ohia--e.g.,

open ohia (15-60% crown cover) could be very similar to that of a stand

of dense ohia with severe decline (40-85% of canopy dead or dying). The

two would not necessarily have identical signatures, but in each case,

with the absence of ohia, the tree fern or shrub understory would be the

predominant contributor to the radiance being sensed by LANDSAT. To put

it a different way, two healthy stands of ohia, one dense, the other

open, would present considerably different appearances on a LANDSAT

image. In the parcel of dense ohia the reflectance of the ohia would

be the dominant factor in the composition of each pixel, whereas in the

open parcel the reflectance of the understory would be the dominant

factor. Thus, it would not be possible to produce a classification



derived from LANDSAT data based solely on the degree of ohia decline

because of the independent variability of the density of the canopy.

Chapter IV will describe the various methods used to detect the

subtle and complex differences in radiance resulting from this complex

pattern of rain forest vegetation.
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CHAPTER IV

METHODOLOGY

Initial experimentation with LANDSAT images had included enhancement

by density slicing as well as visual interpretation of individual band

images. The density slicing enhancements had given encouraging results

and this led to the development of the hypotheses that form the basis

for this study:

1. LANDSAT data as portrayed in images could provide information

in map form showing areal patterns of ohia rain forest.

2. The data as arranged in image form show variations in

radiance for different degrees of ohia rain forest density

and vigor.

3. Despite the coarse resolution of the images the enhance

ments will be usable as a reasonable and timely surrogate

for conventional aerial photographs, thus providing the data

needed to monitor changes in areal extent of ohia decline.

LANDSAT data in digital form (CCT's) would also show the radiance

variations, but the enhancement methods used in this study deal only

with the image format. To develop the data into usable form required

a variety of methods, principally density slicing, in which selective

enhancement produces a series of map-like images, each of which

represents a particular degree of forest density and vigor.
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Enhancement and Evaluation Techniques

Several techniques or methods were considered and used in addition

to density slicing, namely, color enhancement, multispectral comparison,

densitometric analysis, and change detection. These methods are not new

to remote sensing, but this is the first time they have been applied to

develop a system for monitoring the extent of ohia rain forest decline

through analysis of LANDSAT images. Density slicing offers two distinct

advantages over other enhancement methods: The direct end product of

density slicing is a map-like rendition; and quantitative analysis of

classifications derived from density slicing are generally less sub

jective than some of the other methods which rely more on visual inter

pretation. For these reasons density slicing was given the most

emphasis at all stages of this research. It was also apparent that

each of the other methods being considered had certain merit, so they

were included in the evaluation.

Color enhancement is in a sense an adjunct to other methods,

rather than a separate method. For example, color enhancement can be

used to help differentiate the information being portrayed in density

slicing, multispectral comparisons, and change detection. However, the

prime use in this study was in the form of false color composite images

which enable the interpreter to evaluate an integrated color image com

posed of several different MSS bands.

The technique of multispectral comparison as a means of stratifying

various levels of vegetative vigor is more effective in the photographic

mode when studying rectilinear parcels (~.g., as often found in agri

culture) or distinguishing between clearly defined areas of pronounced
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tonal homogeneity (e.g., lava flows in a vegetated area). It is less

effective in stratifying subtle changes that occur in predominantly

amorphous parcels (e.g., as found in areas of declining vigor in a

native rain forest).

The use of densitometry is closely allied with mUltispectral com

parison in that it also involves the spatial variations in optical

density in each of the four MSS bands. Densitometric analysis considers

the optical densities at individual points in the image of each band.

This provides for a comparison (e.g., as a ratio) of optical densities

of the same point as portrayed in the images of different bands. Multi

spectral comparison as used in this study is more concerned with the

differences in optical density of many points as they form distinctive

patterns that vary from band to band, these variations being the key to

interpretation.

Change detection in its simplest form would be a 'subtxaction ' of

image data of the same area and same MSS band, but of two different

dates. The effectiveness of change detection will be a function of the

extent of both time lapse and the type of change being analyzed.

It is the purpose of this research to determine where the methods

tested are effective, to explain where they are not effective, and to

try to show how the methodology and/or remote sensing system needs to

be changed to provide a more effective tool. Moreover, the research

will try to identify those forest phenomena that would be more

effectively monitored by existing sensors; i.e., to show what sorts of

phenomena could feasibly be analyzed with the present capability. It is

important for the reader to be aware that the chosen research topic is
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experimental work carried on at the margins of the capabilities of both

the remote sensing system to sense data, and the image analyst to detect

differences in vigor of the ohia rain forest. At the base of this

marginal nature of the research is the complexity of the ohia itself,

as well as certain methodological limitations, to be discussed below, in

turn.

Carlquist (1970) has described the extraordinary variety of ohia.

This will result in variations in the spectral signature of ohia forests.

Further, Mueller-Dornbois (1977) has described four different forms of

ohia dieback that occur in the author's study area. Two of these four

forms are considered beyond the capability of the system for discLimination

due to parcel size, but this still leaves two distinct types of dieback,

each with distinctive differences in appearance (which would be expected

to be manifested in radiance variations as recorded by the LANDSAT MSS).

Thus, different stands of equally healthy (or equally declining) ohia

could appear markedly different and, as a result, the radiance sensed and

recorded by LANDSAT MSS could show marked variations.

Lirni tations to the Study

Before discussing the methods in detail, several limitations to the

study should be noted. Research was principally concerned with LANDSAT

images (i.e., working only with photographic materials), and used LANDSAT

digital data only as a means of evaluating the methodology. Three factors

beyond the control of the author (but certainly playing a fundamental

role in testing the operational feasibility of a remote sensing system)

also affected the research: limited temporal and spatial LANDSAT coverage
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of Hawaii; cloud cover; and inconsistent photographic quality of LANDSAT

images received from EROS Data Center.

Limited LANDSAT Coverage. Despite the possible frequency of

coverage, between October 1972 and July 1975 LANDSAT data of the island

of Hawaii were obtained only six times--8 Oct 72, 6 Jan 73, 11 Feb 73,

1 Mar 73, 12 May 73 and 22 Jul 75.

Cloud Cover. Of the aforementioned six dates of coverage of the

island of Hawaii only one was relatively cloud-free (11 Feb 73) and

another afforded limited use (22 Jul 75), despite more cloud cover. The

images from the other four dates were generally cloud covered in the

study area, if not over the whole island. The 11 Feb 73 scene was by far

the best available, and this was the basis for most of the research.

Figure 4-1 shows the problem of cloud cover on 70 rnm prints of six

images (band 5 in each case) from the six dates of coverage. Even slight

cloud cover {in either density or area) is a problem, because the cloud

obscures the ground, and the cloud shadow distorts the normal radiance

from the ground as portrayed on the image. Two of the images appear in

consistent in format. The 12 May 73 image is a copy of a mosaic a

colleague made from' two consecutive LANDSAT sceries, so the scale is

different from the others, and there is no marginal information. The

22 Jul 75 image is a single scene of the southern part of the island; thE

adjacent scene (which would include the northern part) was described by

EROS Data Center as being incomplete and unavailable. Additional LANDSAT

scenes of Hawaii were obtained by NASA and EROS Data Center in the fall

of 1975, but due to excessive cloud cover were not considered in this

evaluation.
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Figure 4-1. LANDSAT Images of the Island of Hawaii
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Inconsistent Image Quality. The image format initially used was

9 x 9 inch paper prints, scale 1:1,000,000. From these prints negatives

of selected areas were made and these provided most of the necessary

images for the various enhancement technqiues. Subsequently 18 x 18 inch

paper prints, scale 1:500,000, were ordered on the assumption that the

quality of the enlarged prints would be equal to or better than the

author could provide himself. This assumption proved incorrect. Over

a period of several months all bands for several different scenes were

ordered, and the quality was inconsistent. Focus was generally not a

problem, but density was. In two scenes (including 11 Feb 73) the

density of band 5 on 18 x 18 inch prints was so great that the forest

in the study area was a completely homogeneous black, whereas other

prints of the same scenes ordered by colleagues at different times showed

substantial density variations within the forest area in question. One

set of 18 x 18 inch paper prints of the 11 Feb 73 scene had an inter

ference pattern of some sort which appeared singly or in pairs on all

bands. This set was returned to EROS Data Center but the replacement

prints had the same patterns, this time occurring singly or in groups

up to four!

Of all the different formats considered in the early stages of

research, the 9 x 9 and the first 18 x 18 inch paper prints provided the

best overall quality of resolution, density, and contrast, and lack of

scan line interference, scratches and other non-electronic image flaws.

After a visit to the EROS Data Center in August 1975 and discussion with

the production and quality control personnel there, a change was made

to 9 x 9 inch negatives. This change helped alleviate previously
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mentioned density problems, but consistency in the sharpness of focus

deteriorated. One negative of the 11 Feb 73 scene was out of focus and

had to be returned for replacement.

A final procedural change was made to 70 mm negatives in the belief

that they required the least amount of handling and modification in the

process of being made from the master reproducibles. The 70 mrn negatives

have been the most consistent, possibly the most satisfactory, of the

various formats available, although in a few instances the paper prints

were superior with regard to resolution and scan line interference.

Scan lines have been very prominent on all 70 mrn negatives observed of

the study area as well as other parts of the world.

This inconsistency in image data poses one of the most serious

limitations to using LANDSAT images operationally. It detracts from

the potential theoretically offered by LANDSAT and can obscure the

capability for detecting slight changes over short periods of time.

The techniques developed for interpretation and analysis of LANDSAT

could well prove impractical unless better consistency in images is

provided.

Density Slicing

A series of high contrast negative transparency enhancements was

made of a portion of a LANDSAT image positive, including a gray scale

in the picture area. The enhancements were exposed differentially on

an extremely high contrast film and developed by inspection to produce a

density series of high contrast images representing most of the gray

scale, with particular emphasis on the range of tonal density represented
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by the ohia forest. The approximately equal density steps were selected

visually. Contact transparencies were then made (also on high contrast

film) from the first series. By pairing nearly complementary images,

'sandwiches' were made, each set isolating a specific gray tone. The

enhancement created by exposing the sandwich portrays, in map form, all

information that appeared on the original print in a particular density

level, isolated from the other tonal values. The procedure is shown in

Figure 4-2. This method can be very effective in providing quickly a

mapping of the distribution of a certain feature associated with a

specific tonal set. It would be expected that all vegetation of similar

type and state of vigor would appear in the same gray tone on a given

image, unless obscured by clouds or distorted by cloud shadows. Thus,

different categories of vegetation type, vigor, etc., can be portrayed

photographically, each on a separate image. Individual categories can

be shown in either print or transparency format. Using a series of

density slices in transparent form, each with a different assigned color,

a varicolored composite can be constructed showing areal extent and

relationship of the various categories (see 'Color Enhancement' later in

this chapter). Furthermore, sharply contrasting colors can be applied to

density levels of nearly equal value to increase the visual separation of

very slight differences (Figure 4-3).

The density slicing technique was carried out in two phases, pre

liminary and advanced. In the preliminary phase density slicing was

first performed in a selected area contained in images of bands 4, 5, 6

and 7 of the 11 Feb 73 LANDSAT-l MSS image. The area is approximately

18 km N-S and 11 km E-W, located on the northeast flank of Mauna Loa, and
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Figure 4-2" Photographic Density Slicing
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20 to 30 kIn southwest of the city of Hilo. Black and white prints of

the LANDSAT image at a scale of 1:200,000 were used in the density

slicing. The final density slices used for analysis were enlarged to

1:98,000. Ideally, greater enlargement would have facilitated subsequent

comparisons with ground truth data, but image resolution would not permit

it. It was determined at this stage not to use MSS band 4 because (1) the

density variation in band 4 was consistently too small to give significant

differentiation; and (2) the scan line interference on band 4 tends to

increase 'clutter' or 'noise' in the density slice, particularly when

enlarged to the scale used in this analysis.

The primary data for evaluation of the above density slicing were

obtained from conventional aerial photographs. On four missions from

January 1972 to February 1973 the u.S. Forest Service and the Hawaii

State Division of Forestry acquired color aerial photographs (nominal

scale 1:12;500) of 80,000 ha of the ohia rain forest in windward Hawaii,

including the author's study area. From this photo coverage 12 photo

graphs were selected to form a nearly equally dispersed pattern in the

study area (Figure 4-4) placed such that identifiable map features

appearing on the photographs insured accurate location. Eight of the 12

photographs were flown on 5 Feb 73, just six days before the date of the

LANDSAT image, thus providing very timely underflight coverage for com

parison purposes. Conventional photo interpretation at original scale

(1:12,500) allowed the forest to be classified into three gross cate

gories: (1) dense healthy ohia, (2) scrub ohia and declining ohia, and

(3) other (includes lava flows, grassland, planted areas, and open areas

associated with man-made features), as shown in Figure 4-5.
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Visual comparison of patterns including vegetative composition as

portrayed in the density slices of the satellite image was made with the

land classification obtained by photo interpretation. The extent of

agreement was evaluated by the degree to which recognizable patterns of

the density slices could be correlated to the land classification maps.

The advanced phase of t~e density slicing procedure was carried out

in a manner somewhat similar to that described above, using both the

11 Feb 73 LANDSAT-l image and the 22 Jul 75 LANDSAT-2 image. The 1972-73

aerial photographs were used as underflight data for the 1973 LANDSAT

image, and U-2 color infrared photographs flown by NASA in July 1975

provided underflight data for the 1975 LANDSAT image. The advanced

phase study area is approximately 10 km N-S and five km E-W (see

Figure 3-1), smaller in size than that in the preliminary stage but

included in the preliminary study area. The products of the density

slicing performed on the four MSS bands of the 11 Feb 73 LANDSAT-1 images

were used again, plus additional slices formed by re-pairing positives

and negatives of the original sets. The re-pairing provided additional

and slightly different density slices of the study area, thereby in

creasing the prospects for obtaining a good match between density slice

and land classification map. For the 1975 LANDSAT-2 images black and

white prints at a scale of 1:110,000 were made of each band and used in

the density slicing. Similar procedures were used in the analysis of

enhancements of images from each LANDSAT scene, as elaborated in more

detail below.
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1973 LANDSAT-l Image. As previously stated, in the preliminary

phase the basis for comparison consisted of 12 natural color aerial

photographs covering selected portions of the study area, providing

a generous sample.

For the advanced phase, 32 natural color aerial photographs were

selected. These photographs were from the same 1972-73 coverage used

in the preliminary phase, and the 32 photographs included some of the

12 photos used for the sampling in the preliminary phase. The study

area was reduced somewhat because of limitations of cloud cover in the

1975 LANDSAT image designated for comparative study, as well as the

need for identifiable map features to insure accurate location. A

classification by conventional photo interpretation methods was made by

the author at the original scale (1:12,500) resulting in five classes

of land cover. Class 1: dense ohia, zero to slight decline (85-100%

crown cover and 0-15% of canopy dead or dying). Class 2: dense ohia,

moderate decline (85-100% crown cover, 15-40% of canopy dead or dying) ;

closed ohia, zero to slight decline (60-85% crown cover, 0-15% of canopy

dead or dying. Class 3: dense ohia, severe decline (85-100% crown

cover, 40-85% of canopy dead or dying); closed ohia, moderate decline

(60-85% crown cover, 15-40% of canopy dead or dying); open ohia, zero to

slight decline (15-60% crown cover, 0-15% of canopy dead or dying).

Class 4: dense ohia, very severe decline (85%-100% crown cover, more

than 85% of canopy dead or dying); closed ohia, severe decline (60-85%

crown cover, more than 40% of canopy dead or dying); open ohia, moderate

to very severe decline (15-60% crown cover, more than 15% of canopy dead

or dying). Class 5: other (lava flows, cleared areas, planted areas,

etc.).
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This classification map was reduced to 1:98,000 for comparison with

the density slices of the same scale (see Figure 4-6). Visual comparison

of patterns indicating vegetative class as portrayed in the density slices

of the LANDSAT image was made with the land classification obtained by

conventional photo interpretation using 2.0 mm grid squares. Each grid

square, when used with the 1:98,000 reductions, corresponds to a 196 m

square on the ground, approximately 3.8 ha. A separate grid overlay was

made for each of the four ohia classes of the aerial photograph classifi

cation, with each grid square marked if one-half or more was filled by

the particular ohia class. Thus, because each grid square is 3.8 ha, a

parcel slightly larger than 1.9 ha may be considered, but no parcel less

than 1.9 ha (about 4 pixels) would be noted.

1975 LANDSAT-2 Image. Using the LANDSAT-2 image of 22 Jul 75,

density slices were made of the study area as was done previously with

the 1973 LANDSAT-l image. Color infrared aerial photographs (1:60,000)

of the study area were flown by a NASA U-2 on 17 Jul 75. These photo

graphs were used as underflight coverage with the 1975 image just as

the 1:12,500 natural color aerial photographs were used with the 1973

image. Underflight photographs, a fundamental link in the multistage

concept, provide the primary basis for determining the 'true' con

dition of the land cover, for comparison with the density slices. In

addition, during 1975 and 1976 the author made several reconnaissance

trips in the area, both on the ground and by helicopter, and obtained a

considerable number of 35 mm color slides. This coverage is fairly com

patible temporally with the U-2 coverage so was used to assist in the

interpretation of the U-2 photographs.
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The U-2 underflight photographs were in the form of color infrared

transparencies from which Cibachrome contact prints were made of selected

frames. A classification was made at the 1:60,000 scale, using classes

identical with those of the large scale 1972-73 aerial photographs,

except for an additional-feature in Class 5, Other (namely, cloud and

cloud shadows), necessitated by the presence of scattered cumulus clouds

and shadows on the U-2 photographs. The resulting classification map

was reduced to 1:110,000 for comparison with the density slices and is

shewn in Figure 4-7. Visual comparison of patterns in the density

slices was made using 1.75 mm grid squares, thus giving approximately

the same degree of accuracy as obtained with the 2.00 mm grid and the

1:98,000 scale classification (i.e., the 1973 data), each grid square

corresponding to approximately 3.8 ha.

The planned procedure was to select the one density slice (for each

of the four bands of each LANDSAT scene) that gave the best comparison

with each of the four classes of ohia forest. This would have resulted

in 16 comparisons for each LANDSAT scene. However, the procedure was

not followed for two principal reasons. First, preliminary testing of

LANDSAT MSS band 4 had indicated the likelihood of inconclusive results

because of small density variation and increased 'clutter' and these

limitations were confirmed by the more detailed analysis. Second,

visual comparison of various density slice patterns with ohia classifi

cation patterns did not demonstrate a clearcut 'best' match between

density slice and ohia class. As a result, seven density slices from

the 1973 LANDSAT image (three from band 5, two from band 6, and two from

band 7) and six from the 1975 LANDSAT image (two each from bands 5, 6
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and 7) were selected for comparison. Visual inspection made it apparent

that none of the density slices showed a good correspondence with ohia

forest classes 3 and 4. Despite this, the rigorous correlations were

made with all selected density slices to provide complete statistical

data in case patterns existed that were not readily noticeable.

Figures 4-8 ~~rough 4~13 are examples of the LANDSAT-l and LANDSAT-2

density slices for bands 5, 6 and 7 used in this analysis.

A separate grid overlay was made for each of the four classes of

ohia rainforest, e.g., all grid squares including class 1 were marked on

the overlay, etc. Another grid overlay of the same scale was marked for

all squares 'filled in' by the density slice. These two were super

imposed and the resultant overlap (or lack of overlap) tabulated. The

results are presented and discussed in Chapter V.

It had become apparent during the analyses described above that the

number of land classes defined and stratified by the author might be too

general for the real situation (i.e., LANDSAT MSS differentiates many

more levels of radiance than implied by the four classes of ohia forest

used by the author). After the analyses had been completed, the author

learned of a prel.imir.ary vegetation map included in a University of

Hawaii report (Mueller-Dombois, 1977). In this report Jacobi described

and mapped 22 vegetation types (including 12 major units) in the native

rain forest in and around this author's study area. The vegetation maps

were based on several different coverages of aerial photographs from

1972 to 1976 with both ground checks and visual checks from light

aircraft. A significant difference between Jacobi's classification

and the author's classification was the consideration of the type of
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Figure 4-8. Density Slice, LANDSAT-I, Band 5
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P'~gure 4-10. Density Slice , LANDSAT-l , Band 7
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Figure 4-12. Density Slice, LANDSAT-2, Band 6
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Figure 4-13. Density Slice, LANDSAT-2, Band 7
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ground cover occurring beneath the ohia overstory. The final version

of the map (scale 1:48,000) was completed in December 1978 (Figures 3-10

and 3-11).

It appeared that the increased number of (and more explicitly

defined) vegetation types would improve the quality of the analyses

previously done by the author, so the 1:48,000 Jacobi maps were reduced

to 1:98,000 to be compatible with the grid analyses previously accom

plished. A separate grid overlay was made for each of the eight ohia

dominant vegetation units pertinent to the author's study area. These

~ight units can be further grouped into three general classes of ohia

density: dense, closed, and open. Of the eight units one is dense,

three are closed, and four are open. These grid overlays then were

superimposed in turn, and in various combinations, with the respective

density slice grid overlays in the manner prescribed previously. The

results are presented and discussed in Chapter V.

Color Enhancement

Color enhancements were used in two ways--in the preparation of

false color infrared composites, and in the preparation of multicolor

transparencies of a series of density slices (discussed above in the

preceding section). In both cases the medium for the color enhancement

was a diazo transparency (diazochrcme). The preparation of false color

composites is discussed below.

The multispectral characteristic of LANDSAT images enhances the

possibilities for color composites. In preparing color composites,

bands 4, 5 and either 6 or 7 were used (bands 6 and 7 both include some

of the near infrared portion of the spectrum which is important to
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provide necessary information on vegetation vigor). From the 70 mm

negatives (the format finally adopted by the author for standardization)

positive transparencies were made on continuous tone film at scales of

1:1,000,000 and 1:120,000. A diazo transparency was made of each of the

positive transparencies, using yellow diazochrome for band 4, magenta

for band 5, and cyan for bands 6 and 7, on a high resolution diazo

machine. Combining yellow, magenta and cyan (using band 6 ~ 7, not

both), diazochromes of a single scene placed in proper register will

result in an additive color image in the familiar false color infrared.

Figure 4-14 is a color composite (bands 4, 5 and 6) of northern Hawaii.

Vividly shown are the fields of sugarcane (red) along the coast; farther

inland on the eastern flank of Mauna Kea a forest of ohia/koa (darker

red), and Mauna Kea capped with snow and showing little or no vegetation.

Coler composites are useful for interpretation of the presence--or

absence--of vegetation, the vigor of vegetation present, and species

differentiation by the values of the red. In general, bright red

indicates healthy vegetation; pale red, vegetation that is either sparse,

in the early stage of the growing cycle, or under some stress; and lack

of red indicates no vegetation. Varying the color combinations of

diazochromes with different spectral bands will create other enhancements

that may be desired. Some researchers (Williams and Coiner, 1975) have

reported successful use of only bands 5 and 7 in creating false color

infrared, but the author has found that the inclusion of band 4 makes a

more interpretable enhancement. A composite of bands 5 and 7 without

band 4 is overly dominated by red tones. The addition of band 4 gives a

greater variation in both hue and value, thus aiding in discrimination.
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Further, the inclusion of band 4 gives the composite a more 'normal'

infrared appearance; i.e., it facilitates visual comparison with other

infrared images, either satellite image or aerial photograph.

False color composites may also be obtained from the EROS Data

Center in either paper print or positive transparency format. For this

study a positive transparency of the 11 Feb 73 scene (scale 1:1,000,000)

was used (Figure 4-15). This was a composite of bands 4, 5 and 7. For

analysis an enlarged (1:98,000) Cibachrome print was made from the

transparency.. The analysis consisted of visual comparison of the

enlarged Cibachrome print with the 1973 vegetation map at the same

scale. In general, dense healthy ohia has a very dark red signature

with those areas of decreased crown density and/or increased ohia

decline appearing as a less dark red color. In areas where the per

centage of dense healthy ohia diminishes, the percentage of Cibotiurn spp.

(tree fern) or other understory vegetation visible from an airborne

sensor increases. This is indicated by an increase in a bright red

signature. This signature is also typical of special planting areas

dominated by tropical ash and a variety of grass and shrubs. In man

cleared open areas (generally grass with patches of bare earth), the

signature tends to be a lighter red, sometimes giving way to a mottled

pattern of various pinks or light reds, depending on the proportionate

mix of bare earth, grass, and trees. These variations that appear in

the color composites commensurate with changes in ohia density or vigor

and the type of understory are not limited to color aiscrimination. The

variations also play a fundamental part in the analysis of black and

white images of individual LANDSAT bands (e.g., as these differences
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are sensed by the LANDSAT MSS the resulting variations in radiation will

be evident in density slices of the four bands).

Diazochromes are also useful in preparing and interpreting a multi

color composite of sequential density slices (see Figure 4-3 for

example). The variety of colors available in diazochrome is helpful in

determining an effective portrayal of the different features, providing in

effect an enhanced composite.

Multispectral COmparisons

The density signature of any given feature may appear differently

in each spectral band because of different spectral reflectance values

for the elenent or feature in various parts of the spectrum. Figure

4-16 shows northeastern Hawaii as it appears on MSS bands 4 through 7.

Thus, by visual inspection of the four spectral bands in various com

binations, discrimination can be made between features that may appear

as the same tone in one band but are much different in another. This

method was shown previously in Figure 2-3 in the discrimination of lava

flows from vegetated areas, and was tested for feasibility in distinguish

ing between different classes of ohia.

As stated earlier in this study, the methodology used to extract

LANDSAT data for preparing vegetation maps was drawn only from LANDSAT

images to the exclusion of digital data. However, some use was ~ade of

digital data to evaluate the results of the author's research. During

the latter part of this research digital analysis of LANDSAT CCT's was

possible at the University of Hawaii Computing Center using software

written by UH personnel and the CCT for the 11 Feb 73 scene. The

program provided s~veral kinds of data for each scan line: a frequency
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printout for the four MSS bands; a scattergram plotting band 5 radiance

against band 6 radiance; and radiance values for the four MSS bands for

each pixel. These data were obtained for 38 selected scan lines in an

area approximately 16 km (201 scan lines) N-S by 13 km (230 pixels) E-W,

which very nearly coincides with the author's study area. The digital

data were not used in the basic results reported in Chapter V, but were

considered in evaluating and explaining some of the discrepancies found

between LANDSAT based maps and maps based on aerial photographs and

ground observations. This will be discussed in much greater detail in

Chapter v.

Densitometry

It was planned to use densitometric measurements of portions of both

the 1973 and 1975 images to analyze each band individually in detail,

to perform band ratioing as well as multidate·comparisons for change

detection. Band ratioing, a common procedure in digital analysis, is

the process of determining the ratio of optical density for the same

feature in two different MSS bands. An excellent example of the concept

of band ratioing is the image format as shown in Figure 2-3. At area B

the ratio of optical densities of band 5 to band 7 within the Kapoho lava

field would be close to unity, whereas in the surrounding vegetated

areas the ratio of 5 to 7 would be much less than unity. The significance

of the concept for detecting subtle changes is more apparent when viewed

on a digital analysis printout. Figure 4-17 shows a pixel by pixel

plot of radiance values for the four MSS bands along a single scan line.

A recent lava flow is clearly evident between pixel 456 and pixel 475. As
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can be seen, the difference in radiance values for band 5 as the land

cover changes from rain forest to lava flow is not great (5 to 6 units

on a scale of 128); likewise, band 7 radiance value differences also are

not great--only 3 to 4). Further, the difference between band 5 and

band 7 radiance ranges from 1 to 3 units in the rain forest and 6 to 10

units in the lava flow. The significance is the reversal in relative

magnitude of bands 5 and 7 radiance values as the scan line moves from

forest to lava and back to forest; in the rain forest the ratio of

band 5 to band 7 is less than one, and in the lava flow the ratio is

greater than one. This is an example of how the band ratioing method

may be used for discrimination.

A scanning densitometer was not available, so the method used

incorporated a Welch Densichron Model 1 Photometer equipped with a 1 mm

aperature used in the transmission mode. A positive transparency of

each band was made at a scale of 1:110,000 of the image area being

s~udied. Thus the area of the 1 mm aperture would correspond to 2.5

pixels or 1.2 ha (3 acres) on the ground. The band 7 transparency

(11 Feb 73 scene) was analyzed first because it had the greatest range

of optical density. A 1 mm grid was prepared and this was used as a

guide as the transparency was analyzed square by square. The trans

parency was shifted in 1 rom steps, and the density read and recorded

for each square. The range of the optical density of the band 7

transparency was from 0.48 to 1.08. To test the repeatability of the

method, the same portion of the band 7 transparency was analyzed a second

time. The results were not consistent (as will be reported in Chapter V)

so no further attempt was made to analyze densitometrically the trans

parencies of bands 4, 5 and 6.
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It may be noted that there are methods of increasing the contrast

range of LANDSAT images (photographically as well as digitally). Best

and Smith (1978), for example, discussed processing methods used to

increase the contrast range analcgous to the contrast stretching that is

done in digital analysis of LANDSAT data. As discussed above, incon

sistent results were obtained by this author when densitometric

measurements were repeated using band 7, already a high contrast image.

Thus, it appeared very unlikely that band 4 could be made usable, and no

attempt was made to expand the contrast range of the band 4 image.

Change Detection

The comparison of images of different dates to detect change can

be done with LANDSAT data both digitally and photographically. In the

photographic moda the procedure is as follows: using negative trans

parencies of uniform scale (preferably 1:1,000,000 or larger) of the

same scene of two different dates, make contact positive transparencies

of the negative of each band; then superimpose in turn the positive

transparency of the earlier date with the negative transparency of the

later date of the same band. Likewise combine the negative transparency

of the earlier date with the positive transparency of the later date of

the same band. Use the resulting composites as negatives and print

new photographs from them. In the resulting photographs areas of no

change will appear as a uniform gray, whereas areas or features where

change has occurred will appear in darker or lighter tones as shown

below.
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Dark-toned feature
replaced by light
toned feature: in
resulting combined
form, feature will
appear:

Light

Dark

Color enhancement is also useful in this process. The features

showing change can be enhanced by using diazochromes with different

colors assigned to the respective dates. Figure 4-18 shows a diazochrome

composite of LANDSAT band 6 images of February 1973 and July 1975 of a

portion of the island of Hawaii. The lava flows resulting from the

July 1974 southwest rift eruption at Kilauea caldera are shown very

vividly. One flow extends toward the south southwest from the caldera,

the other toward the east--both shown in magenta.

The primary method used to evaluate change detection was as follows.

Contact positive transparencies were made of each of the 1:1,000,000

negatives of the four bands of both February 1973 and July 1975 LANDSAT

scenes. These were then combined into eight pairs--four 1973 negatives

combined with four 1975 positives, and four 1973 positives with four

1975 negatives. These pairs were then interpreted visually for possible

indications of change in ohia vigor in the study area.

In Chapter V the results of the various evaluation methods will be

presented in detail, with discussion of the results and suggestions for

improving methodology. As already indicated, density slicing was given

the greatest emphasis and this will be considered first. Related to the
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Figure 4-18. Change Detection Shown by Diazochrome Composite
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density slicing analysis is the analysis of the digital data; in fact,

analysis of the scan line printout data (Figure 4-17) formed a common

thread that runs through most phases of the results, analyses and dis

cussion of Chapter V. The digital data, broken down by scan line,

formed a frame of reference that proved helpful not only in analysis of

density slicing data, but also for multispectral comparison, densitometric

analysis and change detection.



CHAPTER V

THE EVALUATION OF LANDSAT IMAGES:

A PRACTICAL APPLICATION (MAPPING OHIA DECLINE)

of the several techniques used to evaluate the use of LANDSAT

images, density slicing received the most emphasis because of the

desirability of the map format of the density slice, and the ability

to evaluate the map objectively. The density slice research will be

considered in two phases--preliminary and advanced.

Density Slicing

In the preliminary phase density slices of the 11 Feb 73 LANDSAT-l

MSS images were analyzed. Areal patterns as portrayed in the density

slices were compared visually with each of the three-category land

classification~ (1, dense ohia; 2, declining ohia and scrub ohia;

3, other--lava flows, open areas, etc.) obtained from the 12 con

ventional aerial photographs dispersed throughout the study area. The

agreement between the pattern shown on each of the various density slices

and the respective patterns portrayed by each land class of the 12 aerial

photographs was rated as good, fair or poor. Visual comparisons of

patterns were made by the author. Good correspondence was recorded as

plus (+), fair correspondence as zero (0), and poor or no correspondence

as minus (-). Percentages of 100% for each (+),50% for each (0), and 0%

for each (-) were assigned. Thus, the measure of how well a given density

slice corresponded with a land class category could range from 100% for

all pluses (+) to 0% for all minuses (-). The correspondence percentages
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b~tween LANDSAT density slices and land cover classification by conven

tional photo interpretation for the parcels covered by the 12 aerial

photographs were 71% for land class 1 and 62% for land class 2. The

disadvantage of subjectivity in the evaluation method was recognized but

it was considered acceptable for this preliminary phase.

Figure 4-5 shows examples of what the author considered good, fair

and poor correspondence. The photo plots are superimposed over a

LM{DSAT band 5 density slice on the left, and the corresponding classifi

cations by conventional photo interpretation are on the right for four

of the 12 photographs considered. The density slice shown was the one

considered to show the best overall portrayal of dense healthy ohia.

Photo plots 4 and 8 show examples of good correspondence; plot 3 and

plot 6 show, respectively fair and poor correspondence.

The percentages for degree of correspondence are shown in Table 5-1.

As may be noted, the correspondence of density slices to Category 3

('Other') of the land cover classification was omitted. Inclusion of

this category would have caused an imbalance in favor of the method being

evaluated. This was because the majority of Category 3 features were

easily distinguishable, due to pronounced tonal differences from the

forest land, whereas the discrimination between Categories 1 and 2 was

the primary objective. Each entry in the table represents one or more

comparisons; i.e., in some cases there were several density slices from

the same LANDSAT band being compared to a specific land cover class. In

these cases the highest degree of correspondence of the several density

slices was the rating ent~red in Table 5-1; e.g., results of (+), (a),

and (-) would be entered as (+). Furthermore, in these cases of multiple



Table 5-1. Results of Comparison of Density Slices to Land Cover Classification

BAND ~ND PHOTO PLO'!'S NUMBER OF COMPARISON
~LASS 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 (+) (0) (-) PERCENTAGE

(FOR ALL BANDS)

1 + - 0 + + - + + 0 0 0 + 6 4 2
5

2 + 0 - + 0 0 - + + 0 + - 5 4 3

1 - - - + - - 0 0 + 0 0 + 3 4 5
6

2 0 - - 0 - - - - - 0 - - 0 3 9 Land Class 1: 71%

1 - - 0 + - - 0 0 - - 0 - 1 4 7
7 Land Class 2: 62%

2 - - - 0 0 - - 0 0 + - - 1 4 7

TOTAL~ (+) 2 0 0 4 1 0 1 2 2 1 1 2
BY (0) 1 1 2 2 2 1 2 3 2 4 3 0

PLOT (- ) 3 5 4 0 3 5 3 1 2 1 2 4

Land Class 1: Dense Healthy Ohia Land Class 2: Scrub Ohia and Declining Ohia

Degree of Correspondence: Good (+) Fair (0) Poor or None (-)

......
o
......
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density slices from the same LANDSAT band, if more than one (+) was

judged, only one would be entered in Table 5-1; e.g., results of (+),

(+), (+) would be shown in the table as a single (+).

Table 5-1 shows also the total number of (+), (0), and (-) for each

band and each land class. As seen in the table, band 5 had a total of 11

(+), band 6 had three (+), and band 7 had two (+); also, land class 1 had

a total of 10 (+), and land class 2 had a total of six (+). From this

relatively small sample can be drawn the preliminary conclusions that

band 5 provided the best correspondence, and bands 6 and 7 less so; and

class 1 can be identified with much greater accuracy than class 2.

Finally, Table 5-1 shows the total number of (+), (0), and (-) for

each of the 12 photo plots. These 12 can be roughly divided into three

levels of correspondence. Photo plots 4 and 8 show the best correspon

dence; 1, 9, 10, and 11 show an intermediate level of correspondence; and

2, 3, 5, 6, 7 and 12 show the lowest level. Referring back to Figure

4-4, some explanation for these groupings is apparent. Plots 4 and 8 are

neighboring plots in the southwest corner of the study area; three of the

four intermediate plots are neighbors; and five of the six lowest level

plots are neighbors. This indicates the likelihood that certain portions

of the study area have characteristics that affect the ability to dis

criminate by density slicing.

This is readily apparent in the case of plots 4 and 8, both of which

include rather well defined areas of dense ohia bordering on well defined

manmade features--conditions that are conducive to good correspondence.

For the intermediate correspondence level, plots 1, 9 and 10 all contain

large areas of declining and/or scrub ohia, interspersed with older lava
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flows. The older lava flows are well defined in places, poorly defined

in others, and the gradation from areas of declining ohia to areas of

scrub ohia is often very subtle. Plot 11 is in an area of predominantly

declining ohia and scrub ohia, with some poorly defined very old lava

flows. For the lowest level of correspondence there is no apparent

reason for some of the plots occurring in this category; e.g., plots 2,

3, 7 and 13 were in areas of predominantly healthy ohia, and all but 12

included the well defined recent (1942) lava flow. On the other hand,

plots 5 and 6 both contained predominantly declining/scrub ohia, with

complex patterns of tree vigor and very old lava flows, which could

explain the low level of correspondence.

Clearly, the technique of enhancement through density slicing is

best suited for differentiation between features of marked difference in

optical density. Better results can be expected where the changes in

tree vigor (hence, a resulting density difference in the image) are

abrupt, rather than gradual. Differentiation is further aided by linear

boundaries between classes. In areas of subtle differences in tree vigor

the discriminatory capabilities can be expected to be marginal.

The problem of resolution in LANDSAT MSS images is very critical.

As the image is enlarged both grain and scan line noise increase, and as

they increase the noise/signal ratio is increased. Thus, there is a

limit to which the image can be enlarged without losing image definition.

Experiments in enlargement of density slices showed this limit or

threshold to be between 1:100,000 and 1:50,000. Enlargement to a scale

of 1:50,000 produced poor results; i.e., only features with sharp density

differences and/or pronounced linearity were distinguishable. The scale

used in the research, 1:98,000, provided acceptable resolution.
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The smallest forest feature identified on LANDSAT images in the

research for this preliminary phase was about 400 m by 100 m (four ha),

and the identification of plots as small as eight ha was not uncommon.

The four ha plot was a kipuka, an island of older vegetation within a

lava flow, and thus afforded sharp contrast between the forest and the

lava flow. It was apparent that discrimination of features this small

would not be a routine matter.

This preliminary research suggested several ways in which the

technique described herein might be improved: (1) more combinations of

density slicing (i.e., re-pairing of positive and negative transparencies,

making additional, yet slightly different density slices) would further

refine and improve the results by providing a greater selection of

density slices for comparison. All slices used portrayed features with

optical densities between 0.70 and 1.30, generally very close to 1.00;

(2) color enhancement could help the process of analysis by assigning

different colors to the various d~nsity levels, thus producing a more

visually detailed image; (3) redefining (and expanding) the number of

classes of ohia should improve the matching percentages. For example, a

better match should result if the 'dense healthy ohia' category were

divided into two subcategories to account for slight variation in tree

vigor. The extent to which improvements in techni.que were carried out

will be treated later.

FollowL.g the preliminary phase of density slicing, an advanced

phase was conducted and the data analyzed. This advanced phase in

corporated the lessons learned in the preliminary phase and was more

significant in several ways. First, it incorporated a more objective
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and rigorous method of evaluation. This eliminated some of the bias that

had entered into the evaluation in the preliminary phase. Second, it

incorporated the 1975 LANDSAT image as well as the 1973 LANDSAT image

used in the preliminary phase. Third, it expanded and redefined the ohia

classes (see p. 73).

As explained in Chapter IV, the planned procedure was to select the

one density slice that gave the best portrayal of each of the four classes

of ohia forest for each of the four bands of each LANDSAT scene and make

a rigorous comparison of how well the two matched. This would have

resulted in 16 comparisons for each LANDSAT scene. However, it was not

done for band 4 because the entire forest portion of the study area was

of even tone, with no variations that could be discriminated. As shown

in Figure 5-1 (a-c) with the study area outlined, the 1975 LANDSAT

density slices show optical densities of 0.7 (a), 1.00 (b), and

approximately 1.10 (c). In the step from 0.70 to 1.00, the enhanced

image has changed greatly but almost uniformly over a large area; in the

step from 1.00 to 1.10 there is virtually no change. Thus it is apparent

that in band 4, density changes may have a minimal effect in the enhance

ment and, as they do occur, it is over widespread areas, with little

chance of discrimination in small selected areas.

A separate grid overlay was made for each of the four ohia classes

of the aerial photograph classification, with each grid square marked

if one-half or more filled by the particular ohia class (Figure 5-2).

Grids were made in a similar manner for the various density slices, each

one showing by marked grid squares all features of like density (Figure

5-3). The results of the comparisons of the grid overlays were tabulated

in statistical form, as described in the following section.



Figure 5-la. Density Slice, LANDSAT-2, Band 4
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Figure 5-lc. Density Slice, LANDSAT-2, Band 4
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Statistical Analysis

The usual method of evaluating remote sensing mapping consists of

comparing a map prepared from remote sensing data with a map having the

same classification that was prepared from ground observations, low level

aerial photographs, or low level air observations. This latter map is

accepted as showing the true condition. The comparison is commonly done

through a sampling procedure in a manner that provides cross checking.

For example, in a report jointly sponsored by NASA and the U,S. Forest

Service to evaluate LANDSAT data for forest and rangeland surveys,

LANDSAT computer classification maps were checked in two ways. The area

in each land-use category on the LANDSAT map was calculated and compared

with the area that had been measured from confirmed land use maps of

the same location. In addition, at randomly selected points the com

puter classification was compared to the confirmed land use maps (Heller,

1975). In an evaluation of separate agricultural classifications

derived from LANDSAT images and high altitude aerial photographs, the

researchers used test areas to compare the remotely sensed classifications

with confirmed ground data supplied by the local water storage district

(Jensen et al., 1978).

Regardless of the precise method for comparing a test map with a

confirmed map, the problem normally consists of comparing two maps having

the same classification, and with all of the map area being ascribed to

one or more land cover classes. The type of evaluation required by the

author's density slicing procedure does not fit into the same situation.

The difference is: the vegetation maps compiled for this study from

1973 and 1975 aerial photographs constitute the confirmed land cover
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condition, and the total area within the map has been ascribed to the

various land cover classes. However, for the data being compared, the

density Slices, this is not the case. Each density slice represents

only one tonal class and is only part of the total land area in the

vegetation map. In this procedure each density slice being compared may

have some areas overlapping other density slices; and there are some

parts of the vegetation map area that do not appear on any of the density

slices. Further, prior to comparison of the density slice to the map, no

classification has been applied to the density slice--it is the compari

son that will determine what class it is (or appears to be). Thus the

conventional evaluation methods are not applicable.

Two statistical methods were found that were appropriate to this

situation. Because each statistic is derived differently and provides a

check on the other, it was decided to use both. The results of the two

methods are not compatible in all cases, but agree quite well. The two

statistics are: the coefficient of areal correspondence (cA) and

Pearson's coefficient of contingency (P).

Coefficient of Areal Correspondence (CA). To assess the degree of

relation achieved we need to state precisely the degree to which two

areal distributions correspond. This was done by R. F. Minnick, employing

a numerical extension of traditional map overlay procedures. The ohia

class and density slice grid overlays are in fact maps, and when super

imposed (ohia forest class with density slice), two conditions of interest

can be derived from the overlay.
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(1) Squares in which both forest class and density slice occur:

this can be defined as the intersection of A and B (A n B).

(2) Either forest class squares ~ density slice squares; this

can be defined as the union of A and B (A U B).

The area A n B defines the absolute level of correspondence between

the two maps. A relative measure of areal correspondence is given by

Using cA' where cA =

the ratio of the area of direct areal correspondence to that of possible

A n B I a standardized measure is
A U B

correspondence.

given ranging from 1 for complete areal correspondence to a for no areal

correspondence (Taylor, 1977).

Pearson's Coefficient of Contingency (P). By definition, the co-

efficient of areal correspondence, cA' does not reflect a measure of

correspondence between grids for those squares which contain no marks

for either forest class or density slice. For this reason the coefficient

of contingency, P, also was computed because it does take into account the

area made up of squares in which neither forest class nor density slice

occurs. This coefficient is a measure of association "based upon the

standard chi-square statistic, which itself is not a convenient measure

since its magnitude depends on N, and increases with increasing N."

(Everitt, 1977, p. 56). The coefficient is computed from the formula,

P -- !X
2

/ N The coefficient lies between a and 1, attains its-"Yl + x2/ N •

lower limit in the case of complete independence, and approaches its

upper limit in the case of complete association.

The results of the statistical analysis are summarized in Tables

5-2 and 5-3 which show the results for the 1973 and 1975 data respectively.



Table 5-2. Results of Comparisons of Density Slices with
Ohia Classes (1973)

Ohia LANDSAT Band c
A P Omission Commision

Class Error (%) Error (%)

1 (73-1) 6 .12 .21 7 81
1 (73-2) 5 .07 .09 6 87
1 (73-3) 5 .08 .11 7 85
1 (73-4) 5 .04 .00 11 85
1 (73-5) 6 0 .13 18 82
1 (73-6) 7 .01 .10 14 85
1 (73-7) 7 .09 .12 6 85

2 6 .20 .00 60 20
2 5 .40 .27 42 18
2 5 .38 .28 47 15
2 5 .30 .16 51 19
2 6 .30 .11 55 15
2 7 .31 .18 52 17
2 7 .30 .11 49 21

3 6 .12 .08 50 38
3 5 .15 .10 39 46
3 5 .14 .11 43 43
3 5 .16 .04 43 41
3 6 .19 .10 49 32
3 7 .15 .05 41 44
3 7 .18 .02 40 42

4 6 .06 .02 21 73
4 5 .03 .13 17 80
4 5 .03 .12 19 78
4 5 .06 .01 17 77
4 6 .07 .02 21 72
4 7 .07 .01 17 76
4 7 .07 .01 14 79
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Table 5-3. Results of Comparisons of Density Slices with
Ohia Classes (1975)

Ohia LANDSAT BAND cA P Omission Commission
Class Error (%) Error (%)

1 5 .27 .23 37 36
1 5 .20 .09 34 46
1 6 .29 .30 47 24
1 7 .26 .32 60 14
1 6 .07 .19 41 52
1 7 .09 .09 48 43

2 5 .16 .03 62 22
2 5 .31 .17 47 22
2 6 .08 .17 72 20
2 7 .04 .19 80 14
2 6 .44 .38 44 12
2 7 .37 .30 52 11

3 5 .06 .09 32 62
3 5 .06 .12 28 66
3 6 .03 .11 45 52
3 7 .04 .07 54 42
3 6 .05 .15 29 66
3 7 .02 .16 38 60

4 5 0 .04 2 98
4 5 0 .05 2 98
4 6 .01 .02 2 97
4 7 0 .03 5 95
4 6 .01 .02 1 98
4 7 .01 .04 1 98

us
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The tables show for each comparison: a measure of matching accuracy,

given by cA and P; the percentage of omission error (grid square filled

on forest class overlay, but not on density slice overlay); and the

percentage of commission error (grid square filled on density slice

overlay, but not on forest class overlay). The tables include all 28

comparisons for the 1973 data and all 24 comparisons for the 1975 data.

For 1973 cA ranges from 0.40 to 0 and P, from 0.28 to 0; for 1975 cA

ranges from 0.44 to 0 and P, from 0.38 to O. In the majority of cases

the two statistics for each comparison appear compatible; i.e., where

cA is above average, P will be likewise, and conversely for below average

values.

Because the two tables include the most nearly compatible combin

ation of density slice and ohia class for each band, as well as the

poorest, the values range from the highest to the lowest measure of

correlation (i.e., if one density slice corresponds well with one ohia

class, it cannot be expected to--and certainly should not--correspond well

with another class). Therefore, it is more realistic to consider only

those comparisons showing the highest correlation for measuring this

portion of the LANDSAT evaluation. For example, in Table 5-2 the

comparison of ohia class 1 to the various density slices shows that 73-1,

73-3 and 73-7 have the highest coefficient of areal correspondence CA.

This would indicate that these three density slices, each representing

a different LANDSAT band, best portray the multispectral 'signature'

of ohia class 1 with respect to the coefficient CA. However, for ohia

classes 2, 3 and 4, the three highest density slice coefficients (cA) in

each class do not represent the three different LANDSAT bands. Further,
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the highest values of P do not always coincide with the highest values

of cA (but are very similar), nor do the highest values of P in each

class always represent the three LANDSAT bands. In the interest of

identifying and using the best of all three bands as the signature for

each ohia class, a combination of the highest values for band 5, band 6

and band 7, respectively, was selected to represent the multispectral

signature for each ohia class. Both cA and P were considered in making

these choices. After the signature combination was chosen for each ohia

class, the other comparisons in each class were considered less valid and

not used further as a measure of the efficiency of the method. This con

cept is set forth in Table 5-4 which presents the mean values of the

best comparisons (representing bands 5 through 7) for each ohia class.

Table 5-5 presents the same data, rearranged by LANDSAT band.

The results shown in Tables 5-2 through 5-5 are the measures of

correspondence for the entire study area but do not reflect the fact

that the areal patterns of correspondence are not uniform over the

entire area; some portions of the area consistently produced an increased

degree of correspondence over that of the total area, and other portions,

a decreased degree, often showing little or no significant correspondence.

This was borne out by selective sampling of several sub-areas, with the

results shown in Table 5-6. Examples of the sub-areas are shown in

Figure 5-4 (a and b) .

An important aspect of this study is to explain not only the

reasons for the correlation achieved in testing, but also, if possible,

reasons for the variation in correlation in different parts of the study

area. It was hoped that these reasons could be clarified and possibly
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Table 5-4. Comparison of Selected Density Slices with Ohia Classes,
by Class

LANDSAT Date Class No. of Comparisons c P
A

11 Feb 73 1 3 .10 .15
" 2 3 .34 .19
" 3 3 .17 .08
" 4 3 .06 . as

Mean .16 .12

22 July 75 1 3 .27 .28
" 2 3 .37 .28
" 3 3 .04 .14
" 4 3 .01 .04

Mean .17 .19

Table 5-5. Comparison of Selected Density Slices with Ohia Classes,
by Band

LANDSAT Date Band No. of Comparisons cA P

11 Feb 73 4 a
" 5 4 .16 .16
" 6 4 .17 .11
" 7 4 .16 . 08

Mean .16 .12

22 Jul 75 4 a
" 5 4 .16 .14
" 6 4 .20 .21
" 7 4 .16 .20

Mean .17 .19



Table 5-6. Results of Sub-area Comparisons of Density Slices with Ohia Classes

--
LANDSAT Date Band Compared to Portion of c A P Change from Entire Area

Ohia Class Study Area Entire Area cA P

11 Feb 73 (73-3) 5 2 Upper Middle 1/4 .59 .25 Increase .38 .28
" (73-3) 5 2 Lower 1/4 .41 .41 " .38 .28
" (73-6) 7 2 Midc'le 1/5 .64 .32 " .31 .18
" (73-2 ) 5 2 Upper 1/3 .55 .32 " .40 .27----

t-tean .55 .32

22 Jul 75 (75-E) 6 2 Upper Middle 1/4 .71 .40 Increase .44 .38
" (75-F) 7 2 Lower Middle 1/4 .47 .54 " .37 .30----

Mean .59 .47

11 Feb 73 (73-1) 5 2 Middle 1/3 .18 .11 Decrease .30 .16

" (73-5 ) 6 2 Upper 1/3 .09 .07 " .30 .11----
Mean .14 .09

22 Jul 75 (75-A) 5 2 Upper 1/4 .08 .07 Decrease .06 .09

" (75-E) 6 2 Lower Middle 1/4 .16 .03 " .44 .38----
Mean .12 .05

..........
U>
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Figure 5-4a. Selective Sampling of sub-areas (for increased values)
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explained more accurately through the use of the Jacobi vegetation map

(Mueller-Dombois, 1977).

The correspondence of the density slices and the Jacobi map did

not prove to be as close as hoped. At the outset it was believed that

the very detailed nature of the map would aid in the task of evaluating

the LANDSAT density slices. Of the 22 different vegetation types in-

cluded in the map, only eight were pertinent to the author's study area.

These eight grid overlays were superimposed in turn and in various com-

binations, with the respective density slice grid overlays from both

1973 and 1975 LANDSAT images. To further analyze the Jacobi map as a

. possible tool, and also to afford a comparison between the author's

vegetation maps and Jacobi's map, the eight Jacobi vegetation type units

were grouped to correspond to the author's classes. The correspondence

was approximate, and there were no Jacobi classes comparable to author's

class 4, primarily because Jacobi's class descriptions did not include

decline status, so ohia class 4 was not considered in this portion.

The correspondence table follows.

Beckie

Class 1

Class 2

#1

#2

Jacobi

d3M(C): dense, tall statured Metrosideros forest
with a Cibotium-dominated ground cover.

c3M(ms): closed, tall-statured Metrosideros forest
with a mixed, upper-elevation forest shrub
ground cover.

#3 c3M(C): closed, tall-statured Metrosideros forest
with a Cibotium-dominated ground cover.

#4 c3M,Ac(C): closed, tall-statured Metrosideros-Acacia
forest with a Cibotium-dominated ground
cover.



Class 3 #5

#6

03M(bs}:

03M(C):
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open, tall-statured Metrosideros forest
with a mixed shrub ground cover, on
poorly drained substrata.

open, tall-statured Metrosideros forest
with a Cibotium-dominated ground cover.

#7 03M,Ac(C}: open, tall-statured Metrosideros-Acacia
forest with a Cibotium-dominated ground
cover.

#8 02M(pio): open, low-statured Metrosideros forest
with a pioneer shrub complex ground
cover.

Results of the comparisons are presented in Table 5-7, which shows

the various combinations of Jacobi overlays used for each comparison and

the corresponding ohia class mapped by the author. Only the highest

correlation value for each class in Table 5-7 was considered further,

and these are presented in Table 5-8. The same data are presented in

Table 5-9, arranged by band. Both tables include the author's correspond-

ing mean values from Tables 5-4 and 5-5, adjusted to reflect the exclusion

of ohia class 4. Comparative values are fairly well balanced. No

significant pattern is apparent except that for the open classes the

Jacobi values are generally higher than the Rockie values. As dis-

cussed earlier, the degree of correspondence between vegetation map over-

lays and density slices is not uniform over the entire study area. The

reasons for these variations in different parts of the study area appear

to be at the heart of the feasibility of the methods being evaluated in

this study, and warrant further discussion.

Much has been said and written about the errors due to relief

displacement which limit the direct use of an aerial photograph as an

orthographic map, despite the obvious temptation. In a like manner the



Table 5-7. Comparison of Selected Density Slices
with Jacobi Map Classes

LANDSAT Jacoby Similar to c
Date Band Overlay(s) Rockie Class A P

(Dense)
11 Feb 73 6 1 1 .18 .18

(Closed)
" 5 3 2 .25 .27
" 5 3 2 .24 .24
" 5 2,3,4 2 .31 .29
" 5 2,3,4 2 .29 .27
" 7 2,3,4 2 .22 .17

(Open)
" 5 5,6 3 .36 .28
" 7 5 3 .26 .24
" 7 5,6 3 .28 .12
" 7 5,8 3 .30 .27
" 7 5,6,8 3 .31 .16

(Dense)
22 Jul 75 5 1 1 .11 .11

" 6 1 1 .12 .14
" 7 1 1 .11 .13

(Closed)
" 5 3 2 .25 .26
" 6 2,3,4 2 .22 .17
" 7 3 2 .18 .16

(Open)
II 5 5 3 .21 .17
" 5 5,6 3 .27 .18
II 5 5,8 3 .26 .22

124
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Table 5-8. Comparison of Selected Density Slices with Jacobi Map,
by Class

Rockie Mean
LANDSAT Date Class c P cA

p
a

11 Feb 73 Dense .18 .18 .10 .15
" Closed .31 .29 .34 .19
" Open .36 .28 .17 .08

Mean .28 .25 .20 .14

22 Jul 75 Dense .12 .14 .27 .28
" Closed .25 .26 .37 .28
" Open .26 .22 .04 .14

Mean .21 .21 .23 .23

Table 5-9. Comparison of Selected Density Slices with Jacobi Map,
by Band

Number of Rockie Mean
LANDSAT Date Band Comparisons ca P cA P

11 Feb 73 4 0
" 5 2 .34 .28 .21 .16
" 6 1 .18 .18 .20 .14
" 7 0 .19 .11

Mean .28 .25 .20 .14

22 Jul 75 4 0
" 5 2 .26 .24 .21 .17
" 6 1 .12 .14 .26 .28
" 7 0 .22 .26

Mean .21 .21 .23 .23
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LANDSAT user may b~lieve that the image can be used as a true map. True,

a LANDSAT image has greater planimetric fidelity than a conventional

aerial photograph, but is still subject to systematic and random errors

that affect image position. These errors contribute to discrepancies in

density slices just as errors in vegetation mapping contribute to

erroneous features in the vegetation maps used to represent the 'true'

condition of the vegetation. Both factors will be considered in the

following two sections.

Errors in LANDSAT Planimetry

Error sources for LANDSAT MSS have been studied and discussed at

length in various articles (e.g., Bernstein and Ferneyhough, 1975;

Bernstein, 1976; and Bernstein and Stierhoff, 1976).

The principal errors are geometric and may be either systematic or

random. Systematic errors are: panoramic distortion (along-scan),

variations in mirror velocity (along-scan), perspective projection

(along-scan) and scan skew (cross-scan); all of these can be predicted

in advance. Random errors are: velocity (cross-scan), earth rotation

(along-scan), altitude (along-scan), and attitude (pitch, roll and yaw,

hence, both along-scan and cross-scan). Errors due to velocity and

earth rotation can be obtained from tracking data but those resulting

from altitude and attitude variations must be determined from ground

control.

Many of the errors are routinely removed as NASA processes the data

received from the satellite, but the resulting accuracies may still be on

the order of several hundred m within a single band of a single scene

(Lintz and Simonett, 1976). More precise processing will increase the
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accuracy to approximately 50 m. In an evaluation done by Bernstein and

Stierhoff (1976), absolute accuracy was determined to be within one

pixel for 90% of the precise ground control points compared with those on

USGS maps; relative accuracy was determined by comparing the position of

ground control points in precision-processed scenes that were recorded at

different times and was found to be within 0.5 pixel.

The images used by the author had only routine processing and

reflected the several hundred m error. For example, when the 1973 and

1975 LANDSAT images were superimposed to detect change, and the study

area was in register, the east and west coastlines on the two images were

displaced 250 to 350 m (about three to four pixels). The coastline on the

1973 image was displaced to the east, the coastline on the 1975 image to

the west. The study area is about 50 y~ west of the easternmost tip of

the island which is about 133 km across at maximum E-W extent. This is

an indication of the possible error that exists in the E-W direction;

i.e., in a distance of 50 km a pixel may be displaced as much as 350 m

(or the equivalent of as much as four pixels).

In addition to the geometric errors, there are problems relating to

map projection transformations and atmospheric effects. Map projection

transformation does not constitute a geometric error but does require a

geometric transformation of the input data, and this can be accomplished

by the same operations that compensate for the aforementioned geometric

distortions in the data. The variations in the atmosphere will cause

variations in the attenuation of radiance f~om ground features. This

appears to be a factor in the 1975 LANDSAT scene. As shown in Figure

5-5, the image areas between clouds in the upslope (western) extremity



Figure 5-5. July 1975 LANDSAT Images, Bands 5, 6 and 7
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of the cloud pattern are very poorly defined in the band 6 and band 7

images due to excessive radiance. In contrast, the band 5 image shows

good definition between the clouds. This possibly is the result of in

creased attenuation caused by an abnormal amount of moisture in the lower

level atmosphere. The condition of poor image definition in bands 6 and

7 of the 1975 scene was not true for the 1973 scene. Upper air soundings

showed a modest difference in conditions for the two dates. At the time

the 1973 scene was being recorded the study area was experiencing weak

trades and large scale subsidence, indicating a dry, clearing condition

(Schroeder, 1978). The 22 July 1975 sounding showed a more normal wetter

condition, with a slightly higher inversion layer, and a concomitant

upslope extension of the cloud layer. This is a possible explanation

for the excessive radiance in the 1975 images of bands 6 and 7. This is

a limiting factor in the data analysis, but a different type of problem

than the errors in planimetric position.

Limitations of Vegetation Mapping

The limitations of the vegetation mapping constitute a major con

tributing factor to the lack of better correlation. Different mapping

methods have evolved in order to serve a wide variety of purposes in

different regions of the world. The vegetation in tropical regions,

particularly the rain forest, has presented special problems (KUchler,

1967). The tropical rain forest is extremely complex in structure and

rich in species, although there is a reduction in the total number of

species as one passes from the lowland to the montane (i.e., subtropical)

rain forest (Richards, 1966). Large to medium scale aerial photographs

provide for detailed compilation without excessive generalization, but if
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the final map is to be at a small scale, the generalization required

precludes showing small details. Thus, for small scale classifications

(e.g., 1:1,000,000), most vegetation maps will tend to be in agreement

(Ashton and Ashton, 1975).

At the scale used in this study, approximately 1:100,000, some

generalization was necessary. Each of the two maps compiled by the

author has its own merits which have a bearing on their relative

accuracies. The 1973 map was compiled almost entirely from the 1972-73

1:12,000 aerial photographs, with virtually no reference to other data.

However, it does have the advantage of large scale photographs as data

sources, and the attendant benefits of better resolution. The map was

compiled at photo scale and then reduced to 12% of compilation scale.

The 1975 map was compiled from 1:60,000 scale photographs which had less

resolution, but, on the other hand, afforded more ac~urate planimetry

(they were flown at a higher altitude so have less relief displacement).

The map was compiled at 1:60,000 and reduced to 55% of compilation scale.

Further, the 1975 map compilation incorporated ground checking, plus

the complementary use of low level 35 rom oblique photographs taken from

a helicopter.

To give a measure of how well the two maps compared, the class 1

overlays for the two dates were superimposed and gave a correlation of

cA = .15 and P = .27. For class 2 the correlation was cA = .54 and

P = .38. A comparison of these statistics with Table 5-4 shows that:

(1) for class 1 the 1973 and 1975 maps correspond better than the

1973 map and the density slice, but not as well as the 1975 map and the

density slice.
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(2) for class 2 the 1973 and 1975 maps correspond nearly twice as

well as the 1973 map and the density slice, and about one and one-half

times as well as the 1975 map and the density slice.

Based on the above it appears that the 1973 and 1975 correlation

statistics may be better, relatively speaking, than indicated by the

absolute values. Clearly, a major source of error in the matching

procedure results from the nature of the vegetation map. Any such map

represents a compromise of the possible range of variations in the

vegetation and furthermore, the patterns themselves are drawn from aerial

photographs, in the course of which there are still further opportun

ities for differences in interpretation.

Planimetric inaccuracies in LANDSAT images and discrepancies in

vegetation maps have been identified as major factors in the low corre

lation between density slices and ohia classifications. The original

framework for this research did not include the use of digital analysis,

but in a further attempt to understand the problems in correlation, the

study area was considered in conjunction with computer printouts of

digital analysis of selected scan lines.

Scan Line Digital Analysis

The particular program used provided a printout that included for

each scan line the radiance values for each band, pixel by pixel. Thirty

eight scan lines were selected for consideration, of which 28 crossed

~~e author's study area. These 28 scan lines sampled a North-South

expanse of a total of 112 scan lines (about nine km), or about one scan

line in four. The scan lines chosen for analysis were not equally

spaced as it was necessary to choose those which included physical
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features that would allow positive location of each scan line on the

image. This was done visually by matching distinctive features on a

1:48,000 band 5 image with corresponding unique radiance patterns in the

printout.

After each scan line was positioned as accurately as possible, a

'best fit' overlay of the selected scan lines was scaled to the 1:48,000

image, using the standard 57 x 79 m pixel size. This overlay (Figure

5-6) was found to match very well with the image, with nearly all

identifiable points being positioned within one pixel or less of their

planbnetric positions. This excellent match was to be expected because

both the scan line printout and the image came from the same data. The

overlay was made in several scales for use with bnages of different

scales varying from 1:48,000 to 1:195,000. The scales from 1:48,000 to

1:100,000 were considered the best to work with, although all were

usable. Interpretation was more difficult at scales smaller than

1:100,000, especially in the precise location of small features.

Some general observations are noteworthy. It was found that

features as small as two ha (areal equivalent of about four to five

pixels) were clearly distinguishable on the image and could be corre

lated with the computer printout. This appears to refute the earlier

observation that a four ha size appeared to be the lower limit for

visual interpretation, but the improved interpretation was possible only

with the help of the scan line printout. Smaller features (one to three

pixel size), although shown in the printout, could not be identified

positively on the image without close checking with the printout and, in

some cases, not at all. Likewise, considering the perception of tonal
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differences on the image, variations of three radiance units from the

mean as portrayed on the computer printout were not readily perceptible

on the image. When the computer data and image were studied closely in

conjunction with one another, the image area corresponding to the

radiance variations could often be detected, but not in every case.

The reasons for this appear to be twofold: Ca) resolution limits

of the photographic image, and (b) constraints caused by the limitation

of the human eye in visually discriminating gray tones. Regarding gray

tone discrimination, consider the relationship between gray scale steps

and digital radiance values. For the LANDSAT data used in this study the

digital data have a range of up to 128 levels of radiance in bands 4-6,

and 64 levels in band 7. Each LANDSAT image includes a IS-step gray

scale that relates image densities to electromagnetic radiation levels

reflected from the ground. Thus, each step on the gray scale corresponds

to equal digital-value increments C9 units for bands 4-6, 4.5 units for

band 7). The IS-step gray scale is related to the limits of visual

perception to distinguish differences in density. Thus, with a range

of nine radiance units for each step on the gray scale, it logically

follows that radiance changes of several units in the digital data will

not likely be as apparent when they are portrayed on the image or, at

best, will be at the threshold of visual perception. The significance

of the above relationship is that it gives a measure of the resolution

limits of LANDSAT images for visual interpretation.

Step one in the detailed analysis was to identify the digital

signa~ures for the various classes of ohia. Three classes of ohia

tree cover were considered: dense (crown cover greater than 85%);
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closed (crown cover of 60-85%) and open (crown cover 15-60%). Within

each class four vigor categories were considered: healthy (0-5% of

canopy dead or dying); slight decline (5-15% of canopy dead or dying);

moderate decline (15-40% of canopy dead or dying); and severe decline

(greater than 40% of canopy dead or dying). Selection of these types

of forest land cover was made using a combination of the scan line

digital data, aerial photographs, photographs taken by the author during

aerial and ground reconnaissance in 1975-76, as well as previously

established knowledge of ~~!DSAT signatures and the LANDSAT scene being

analyzed.

A total of 66 portions of the scan line printouts were analyzed to

provide sample radiance signatures for the 12 classes/categories of

forest cover. The number of pixels for each sample varied from two to

54, with most of the samples containing from 15 to 30 pixels, and

averaging about 20 pixels. Whenever possible the sample was selected

to provide a very homogeneous segment with a minimum variation of

radiance in each band. Radiance information for each of the 66 samples

was treated as follows: the full range of radiance for each band was

recorded, as well as the mean radiance for each band. After each sample

was identified as to ohia class/category, the mean radiance for each was

recorded (see Tables 5-10 and 5-11). These data were then restructured

in Figure 5-7 (a and b) to show graphically the overlapping of radiance

values in nearly all classes and categories. Horizontal bars represent

the range of mean values for all samples of each class/category combin

ation, and the mean of each of these ranges is shown by a vertical mark

on each bar. Mean radiance for each band of each sample was used rather

than the full range, to simplify the graphic portrayal. To insure that



Table 5-10. Sample Radiance Value Signatures for Dense Ohia

DEN S E

Healthy Slight Decline Moderate Decline Severe Decline

4 5 6 7 4 5 6 7 4 5 6 7 4 5 6 7

17.0 10.2 20.3 12.3 18.6 11.5 21.1 12.4 17.5 10.0 22.0 12.0 18.5 11.6 20.6 12.5
15.9 11. 2 18.8 11.8 18.1 10.9 22.1 13.4 18.4 12.8 22.0 13.4 18.7 11.1 23.2 12.7
16.4 11.4 19.6 11.8 16.0 10.5 19.8 12.8 17.8 12.2 19.8 13.2 19.6 12.0 26.4 16.4
18.3 11.8 21. 2 12.8 16.4 12.3 19.3 12.2 17.4 12.6 20.9 13.3 19.2 12.8 24.4 14.1
17.4 10.9 19.1 11.6 17.1 10.6 18.8 11.2 17.8 11. 9 21.2 13.0 19.1 11.4 24.3 15.2
15.6 10.0 17.2 11.4 17.0 9.8 19.2 11.8 19.2 12.9 27.2 14.3
16.5 11.5 18.9 11.6 17.2 10.9 20.1 12.3 19.0 12.0 24.4 14.2
15.8 10.2 21.1 13.4
17.6 9.7 19.4 11.5
17 .2 9.3 18.4 11.5
17.1 11.0 18.8 11.9
17.5 10.5 19.5 12.6
17.3 10.2 19.3 11.4
17.4 9.7 20.2 12.4
17.2 11.1 19.0 12.2
17.9 11. 2 20.4 13.6
16.2 9.8 19.4 12.0
17 .8 11. 3 19.3 11.9
17.0 10.6 19.4 12.1

I-'
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Table 5-11- Sample Radiance Value Signatures for Closed and Open Ohia

C LOS E D

Healthy Slight Decline Moderate Decline Severe Decline
4 5 6 7 4 5 6 7 4 5 6 7 4 5 6 7

17.1 9.8 18.1 11. 2 18.8 11. 9 21. 5 12.8 19.0 12.2 20.6 12.2 16.9 11.6 24.4 13.9
17.4 11.1 18.9 11.4 17.9 10.8 20.0 12.2 17.5 11.0 19.1 11.8 19.8 13.1 28.0 17.3
16.8 10.9 21.0 11.5 16.4 9.8 23.2 14.4 17.6 11.4 24.6 14.8 19.4 12.7 25.5 16.5
17.2 11.6 20.3 11.8 17.3 9.7 20.6 12.4 18.4 11.9 22.2 16.2 19.2 12.5 25.2 15.4
17.5 11. 3 21.2 13.2 17.2 11. 3 20.6 13.5 18.1 11.9 23.9 14.2 16.4 13.1 26.1 16.3
16.9 10.8 19.0 12.1 17.5 10.7 21. 2 13.1 18.9 12.4 23.8 ~.4. 4 20.3 12.8 32.3 19.3
17.2 10.9 19.8 11. 9 18.2 11.8 22.4 13.9 18.4 12.0 24.6 15.4

18.2 11.6 23.0 14.1
18.6 12.4 26.1 16.0

OPE N

Healthy Slight Decline Moderate Decline Severe Decline
4 5 6 7 4 5 6 7 4 5 6 7 4 5 6 7

17.3 11.0 21.5 13.3 17.6 10.1 22.5 13.5 18.4 12.0 25.5 16.1 18.8 12.1 24.6 15.5
19.3 12.6 24.4 15.3 15.4 11.6 24.5 14.2 17.9 12.7 23.1 14.4

17.3 11.0 21- 5 13.3 18.4 11. 4 23.4 14.4 16.9 11.8 25.0 15.2 18.4 12.4 23.8 15.0

I-'
LV
-.J
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this did not result in a central grouping (and possibly a misleadingly

poor discrimination), a sampling was made of the band 6 data (as shown

by Figure 5-7, band 6 is the most discriminatory band). The full ranges

of radiance for the first four samples for Dense Ohia, band 6, as listed

in Table 5-10 are portrayed in Figure 5-8 with the vertical bars showing

mean values. The proliferation of overlapping radiance ranges is shown

very clearly. Band 6 data (Figure 5-7b) would imply that if more

homogeneous samples were compared, a slight differentiation (of no more

than one radiance level) could be made between contiguous vigor cate

gories. However, if selecting samples at random for comparison, it is

virtually impossible to discriminate, with overlapping ranges in every

category. As shown in the band 6 portion of Figure 5-7b, using the

full range of mean radiance values results in some overlap among all

categories; if the means were compared, some discrimination would be

possible.

Special attention was given to two scan lines that pass through

the lower middle of the study area, a sub-area for which correlation

data were reported in Table 5-6. It was hoped that variations in the

degree of correlation within the area could be explained. Excerpts

from the two scan line printouts are shown in Figures 5-9 and 5-10.

Looking first at Figure 5-9 (scan line 1978), the locations of the

various ohia classes as mapped from 1973 aerial photographs are shown

on the right. Mean radiance values for the portion of scan line 1978

included in the study area for bands 4-7 are, respectively, 17.4, 11.7,

20.0, and 13.0. These values are compatible with the typical ranges of

radiance shown in Tables 5-10 and 5-11 for dense ohia, moderate decline;
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closed ohia, slight decline; or open ohia, healthy. These density/

vigor combinations in turn are compatible with ohia classes 2 and/or 3

which the vegetation map shows as being predominant along this scan line.

Yet it is impossible to precisely correlate the scan line radiance

pattern with variations shown on the vegetation map or vice versa.

Figure 5-10, an excerpt of scan line 2009, also shows the location

of various ohia classes as mapped from 1973 aerial photographs. The

western edge of the study area is at pixel column 457, and the eastern

edge is at column 545. From 457 to 464 is a cleared area. From 465

to 535 is predominantly class 2 ohia forest which, by definition, in

cludes dense ohia showing moderate decline, and closed ohia, zero to

slight decline. From pixel column 535 to 545 is an area that meets the

radiance criteria for dense ohia, severe decline; closed ohia, moderate

to severe decline; or open ohia, slight to moderate decline--i.e., ohia

classes 3 and 4. This agrees quite well with the 1973 vegetation map

which shows class 4 for this portion.

In both scan line printouts the radiance values show variations

much greater than the respective ohia class implies; e.g., the range of

radiance for pixels 465-535 of line 2009 could include class 1 and 3, not

just class 2 as the vegetation map shows. Herein lies one of the basic

problems--the vegetation map by necessity must show generalizations that

result in the inclusion of a range of density/vigor parcels of small

z~ze (as much as several pixelsl within a single ohia class. Recognizing

this problem of generalization in small scale vegetation mapping, and

accepting then that in a small scale generalized map an area of ohia class

2 may contain small parcels that are transitional into classes 1 and 3,
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it is plausible to have a total range of density/vigor varying from

dense healthy ohia to dense ohia showing moderate to severe decline, as

well as open healthy ohia. See Figures 5-9 and 5-10.

It is quite apparent from this analysis that the method employed is

in itself sound, that it is simply the variable nature of ohia that is

the problem; i.e., with more homogeneous parcels of vegetation the

desired discrimination could be made. For example, in looking at

Table 5-10, under 'slight decline', band 6, the radiance range for

various parcels of slightly declining dense ohia is from 18.8 to 22.1

which more than encompasses the average range from dense healthy ohia

(19.4) to moderately declining dense ohia (21.2). If stands of slightly

declining dense ohia were sufficiently homogeneous to exhibit in band

6 values between 19.8 and 21.1 (examples from the table), the method

could conceivably work, particularly if the radiance ranges of the other

vigor classes were similarly compressed (e.g., healthy, 19.0 or less;

moderate decline, 21.5 to 22.5, and severe decline, 23.0 or greater).

Discussion of Results of Density Slicing

The results as shown by the statistical analysis would have been

much easier to discuss had they shown a distinct advantage for one band

and/or one class, but such was not the case, as shown in Tables 5-4 and

5-5. These tables contain selected comparisons that were considered

the best multispectral signatures for the various classes, and show some

tendencies as far as preferred class or band, but the indications are

not strong:

1. Class 2 discrimination is the best for both years, but only

slightly higher for 1975. Class 1 would be expected to show better
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discrimination because of greater homogeneity; possibly the better

results for class 2 are due to the larger area of class 2 which increases

the possibility for higher correlation.

2. Class 4 discrimination is the poorest for both years, and

decisively so. This could be expected because a stand of open and/or

severely declining ohia is not as homogeneous as a more healthy/dense

stand.

3. Class 1 and class 3 correlations are about equal for 1973; for

1975 class 1 is much better than class 3, and nearly as good as class 2.

The 1975 results were more nearly as expected than the 1973 results

(the similarity of the class 1 and class 3 correlations in 1973 is an

anomaly possibly due to the small sample size).

4. Bands 5 and 6 correlations are nearly equal for 1973, with band

7 just slightly less. For 1975 band 6 correlation is the best, followed

by bands 7 and 5 in that order. As indicated earlier in the digital

analysis, band 6 could be expected to give the best results because of

the greater discriminatory capability shown in the digital analysis

section.

As was planned, Tables 5-4 and 5-5 summarize data from all four ohia

classes, which therefore includes the low degrees of correspondence for

classes 3 and 4, as well as those for classes 1 and 2. For a somewhat

different approach, let us look again at Tables 5-2 and 5-3, and con

sider only the four highest correlations for each year. For the 1973

data, band 5 is by far the most discriminatory, and all four correlations

occur in class 2. For 1975 the four were divided equally between bands

6 and 7, and were found equally in ohia classes 1 and 2.
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If the results of analyzing the data from these two approaches are

consolidated, class 2 is the best, followed fairly closely by class 1,

then class 3, and class 4 by far the poorest. For band preference, band

6 is the best, followed closely by band 5, and then band 7. As stated

earlier, the lack of information for band 4 is due to the relatively low

density range of band 4 data as compared to bands 5, 6 and 7.

Several additional comparisons were made to assist in explaining

the generally low correlations obtained: subarea comparisons, compari

sons with the Jacobi vegetation map, multiband comparisons, and com

parison after slight shifting of corresponding overlays.

Subarea Comparisons. The results of subarea comparisons of

density slices with ohia classes showed that by selectively setting

boundaries for subareas it was possible to identify areas of 10 to 20

square km in which the correlation was markedly more or less than that

of the entire study area. As shown in Table 5-6, the subareas of high

correlation occur in all parts of the study area, although there was a

marked tendency for them to occur in the middle of the study area. The

best (although certainly not conclusive) explanation for this appears

to be:

(1) ohia class 2 encompasses most of the mid-portion of the study

area (as shown in both vegetation maps and borne out by the areal

pattern of varying radiances as shown in scan line printouts); and

(2) class 2 ohia gave the highest correlation of any class (as

shown in Table 5-4).

COmparison with Jacobi Classification. One means of trying to

explain the variations was to consider the Jacobi map and its more
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detailed categories of ohia and ground cover. Although the results

were less than conclusive, as shown in Table 5-7, they did point to one

interesting possibility. Although the margin was not great, those areas

of Jacobi's 'open' classes (corresponding approximately to the author's

class 3) with a Cibotium-dominated ground cover consistently showed

lower correlation than those with a shrub complex ground cover. The vast

majority of the author's study area has a Cibotium ground cover so this

could be an explanation for the correlations not being higher.

In general, as shown in Tables 5-8 and 5-9, the results using the

Jacobi vegetation map did not provide the breakthrough that had been

hoped for with regard to increasing the correlation with LANDSAT density

slices. For 1973 the Jacobi map showed a substantial increase in

correlation over that of the author, but for 1975 the Rockie map/density

slice correlation had a slight advantage. The Jacobi map unit boundaries

were interpreted from aerial photographs taken in 1972, 1974 and 1975, and

were checked both on the ground and from the air with a light aircraft

in the 1976-77 time period. This ground and air checking could be an

explanation for the more nearly equal correlation of the Jacobi map with

the Rockie 1975 map than with the Rockie 1973 map.

To further evaluate the Jacobi and Rockie classifications, a com

parison was made of Jacobi class d3M(C) and Rockie 1973 class 1; this

showed a correlation of cA = .45 and P = .52. This was the only class

that could be compared realistically because the Jacobi classification

did not include the element of decline--and Rockie class 1 is the only

class that includes no decline or only slight decline. This poses an

interesting thought--if this correlation is the best that can be achieved
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with two supposedly conclusive sources (done entirely independently but

using similar data and methods), maybe the marginal correlation shown

by comparison of vegetation maps with density slicing is acceptable.

Figure 5-11 shows the area mapped as class 1 on the Rockie 1973 map and

the area mapped as d3M(C) on the Jacobi map. The similarity of the two

areal patterns is readily apparent but, as shown by the correlation

statistics there is considerable room for improvement.

~ultiband Comparisons. Selected results of comparisons from

Table 5-2 (1973 data) were considered further. Thus far the comparisons

have been between individual density slices and each of the four ohia

classes. To test the feasibility of using combined density slices--the

multiband concept--for each ohia class the three comparisons that gave

the highest correlations for bands 5, 6 and 7 were selected. Three

grid overlays for the respective density slices were superimposed and

the resulting composite compared successively with the grid overlay for

each of the corresponding ohia classes. The theoretical advantage of

this concept is that it combines the individual discriminatory cap

abilities of the separate bands, but the results were surprisingly

inconsistent. For ohia classes 1, 3 and 4 the correlation was poorer

for the composites of three bands than for single bands. Correlation

statistics for class 2 are sho~n below and, as can be seen by the com

parison with the accompanying single band data from Tables 5-4 and 5-6,

are markedly higher than those for single band correlation, particularly

for the entire study area:
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Figure 5-11. Jacobi Class d3M(C) and Rockie 1973 Class 1
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Entire Study Area Subarea (Middle One-Third)

Multiband Sir·.gle Band Multiband Single Band

cA .53 .34 .74 .64

p .30 .19 .30 .32

The same procedure was followed using the 1975 LANDSAT density

slices and the 1975 vegetation map. Again, the results were incon

sistent. For ohia classes 1, 2 and 3 the correlation was just slightly

below that for single band correlation. For class 4 the correlation for

the composite was much lower than for any of the single band correlations.

Thus the multiband aspect of density slice analysis was very limited in

its significance due to both inconsistent and inconclusive results, the

only significant improvement being the class 2 correlation with 1973

images. Multiband analysis will be discussed further in a following

section in a different context--that of composite false color images.

Slight Shifting of Overlays. In order to examine the possibility

that instances of mismatch were boundary errors rather than field errors

during the pairing of density slice and vegetation map overlays for

comparison, the overlays were shifted a few squares in different

directions and the correlation recomputed after each shift. In the

several examples tested it was found that the overlays could be moved

one or two squares in each direction without appreciably affecting the

correlation. Shifting more than three squares usually produced a

noticeable reduction in correlation. This experimentation was done only

with those pairs giving the higher correlations. The apparent explanation

for these results is that the bulk of the mismatches were field errors,
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and the boundary errors were negligible in the overall evaluation--such

that boundary errors tend to be compensating.

The various additional comparisons discussed above did not contribute

greatly to explaining the lack of better correlation between vegetation

maps and density slices. In preceding sections two major factors causing

low correlation have been identified and discussed, planimetric inac

curacies in LANDSAT images and discrepancies in vegetation maps. Yet

another source of error needs to be considered, the relationship of

pixel size and instantaneous field of view that affects indirectly both

spectral response and apparent pixel position or parcel size.

Relationship of Pixel Grid with Parcel Size and position

Tasaka (1980) presented an interesting discussion regarding this

subject, which will be expanded upon below.

It is possible for parcels nearly as large as four pixels to not

be sensed at their true radiance because of the combined effects of the

scanning pattern, sensor size and averaging process of sensing and

recording radiance for each pixel. This concept is shown in Figure 5-12

with three parcels (each two pixels in size) positioned in different

ways with respect to the pixel pattern. If the pixel pattern happens

to fall in a certain way with regard to a two-pixel parcel (oriented

N-S), the parcel might be contributing to the radiance of as many as

six different pixels, which in turn would represent radiance from a

variety of land cover types. In an even more extreme situation a two

pixel parcel oriented diagonally could affect in varying degrees the

radiance of as many as nine pixels.
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In the illustration, assume parcel A (a one ha parcel--approxi

mately two pixels) is ohia class 1 surrounded by ohia class 3. The

averaging principle of the sensor would produce possibly misleading

radiance values for the four pixels. Radiance being measured for each

pixel would be divided into two categories--SO% would be the result of

the radiance of the ohia class 1 parcel, and 50% would be for the

radiance of the surrounding ohia class 3. Resulting average radiance

for the one ha parcel would be a value which would fit neither ohia

class 1 nor 3 but would more likely be a radiance typical of ohia class

2 (and therefore would appear on the CCT and image as a four-pixel parcel

of class 20hia). If another parcel (B) were located as shown with

respect to the pixel pattern formed by the sensor, two pixels would

likely show as class 2 (50% each from cj.ass 1 and class 3), and four

pixels would appear to be between class 2 and class 3 (25% each from

class 1 and 75% each from class 3). If a third parcel (C) were located

as shown with respect to the pixel pattern formed by the sensor, two

pixels would show class 1, and the surrounding area would show class 3;

i.e., a true picture. In this random way the pixel pattern is spread

over the landscape, and the resulting radiance pattern is affected

accordingly, with results as shown in the lower half of Figure 5-12.

Thus, the ohia class at anyone point might be misinterpreted by as

much as one class, possibly more. Even in those areas where the pixel

grid just happens to fall so that a relatively true picture is recorded,

the result could be a mottled pattern (e.g., made up of small stands of

ohia class 2 mixed with ohia class 3) that could appear in the image as

a variable area, appearing in some parts as class 2 and in others as

class 3 and/or somewhere between class 2 and class 3.
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This correlation 'between the LANDSAT image and aerial photographs

is shown in Figure 5-13 (LANDSAT color composite image and U-2 color

infrared photograph), Figure 5-14 (large scale color aerial photographs)

and Figure 5-15 (low altitude color oblique photographs). Some areas

are unmistakable in both image and photographs, such as the dark toned

'finger' of class 1 ohia (#1) extending to the northwest toward Kulani

Camp (#2). Dense healthy ohia has low radiance, hence the dark image.

As it becomes less dense and/or defoliated due to decline, the under

story is exposed to a greater degree, and the radiance increases. The

relative position, size and shape of the small projections on the finger

of ohia are clearly defined and consistent on the aerial photographs.

On the LANDSAT image the general shape is maintained but the boundaries

are affected, and the small projections vary--some are more prominent,

some are more obscure. This is most likely the result of the effect

described above in which small (one to several hal parcels will vary in

appearance depending on how they happen to fit the grid of pixel columns

and rows. This relationship of pixels and parcel size, shape and

radiance is vital to this study and important to the understanding and

analysis of LANDSAT images.

Other distinctive areas that appear on both the LANDSAT image and

the aerial photographs are annotated with corresponding numbers for

ease of reference. The direction of view and approximate coverage of

each oblique photograph is shown in Figure 5-14.

It had been planned to use the radiance values from the scan line

printouts in conjunction with the density slicing analysis to precisely

correlate the radiance patterns of selected scan lines with the areal
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Figure 5-15. Low Altitude Oblique Color photographs
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patterns of density slices. However, this proved fruitless. A firm

correlation between scan line radiance values and density slice data

was possible in only a small percentage of the two scan lines sampled.

The few areas of good correlation that were identified were found in

the middle portion of the study area, in a region generally stratified

as ohia class 2 on both 1973 and 1975 maps. This leads to the conclu

sion that areas of ohia class 2 provide more consistent and also more

explainable correlation between LANDSAT density slices and vegetation

maps (compiled from aerial photographs) than classes 1, 3 and 4.

Color Enhancement

A simple but effective use of color enhancement is shown in Figure

4-3. This combines three 1973 density slices, reproduced in diazochrome

t~ansparencies, to form a multicolor vegetation map. The three slices

were selected from the seven slices used for the evaluation discussed

previously, and represent three degrees of ohia vigor/density--class 1

(brown), class 2 (blue) and class 3 (orange).

An additional method of color enhancement incorporated two forms

of false color composites--a Cibachrome enlargement of the EROS Data

Center composite (Figure 5-16) and a diazochrome composite of bands 4,

5 and 7 (Figure 5-17). The two composites are very similar in quality,

but the diazochrome composite shows slightly better color differentiations,

whereas the Cibachrome composite has a sharper image. The latter, which

was used for detailed study, was prepared at a scale of 1:98,000 to

facilitate comparison with the 1973 vegetation map.

To evaluate the degree of correlation between the EROS Data Center

Composite and the 1973 vegetation map, a separate overlay was made for
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Figure 5-16. Enlargement of EROS Data Center Color Composite
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each of the four ohia classes, with the area covered by each respective

class opaqued on each overlay. In addition, a transparent overlay

showing only ohia class boundaries was superimposed over the color

composite for purposes of orientation. The color composite with trans

parent overlay was positioned beside the opaqued overlay, and a visual

interpretation made for each ohia class. Some sacrifice in objectivity

resulted, but there was no apparent way to avoid this. Results are dis

cussed and summarized below considering one class at a ~ime and then

collectively. Figure 5-18 shows the four ohia class overlays (with

respective ohia classes opaqued), the color composite, and the trans

parent overlay with class boundaries.

Class 1. In virtually every instance the areal patterns of class 1

ohia can be found in the color composite, but the parcels blend so well

with the adjacent areas of class 2 ohia that in many cases it is

impossible to distinguish the boundaries with any degree of precision.

In fact, some of the class 2 ohia is the same color and density as the

class 1. In a few cases there are lighter (i.e., less dense ohia)

patches of red on the composite included in an area of class 1 ohia

(according to the vegetation map); however, this is only a rare occurrence,

and none of the patches are more than two to four hectares.

Class 2. The north central portion of the study area (from the large

east-west oriented cleared area north to the prominent 1942 lava flow)

appears on the color composite to be generally homogeneous. The ohia

class overlay shows several small areas of class 3 which do not appear

on the color composite; also, a large area about 1000-1500 meters wide,

south of the lava flow, is generally class 3 and 4, according to the
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overlay. The lighter variations that do appear in this part of the

composite generally are found in areas shown on the overlay as expansive

class 2 ohia. Nonetheless, for the class as a whole, the north central

portion provided the best match. Despite the aforementioned errors of

omission and commission, by sheer weight of numbers this part of the

study area exhibits the best correlation between the two data sets. In

the southern one-third of the study area there are several places where

similarity is apparent between the class 2 areal pattern and the color

composite but, for the most part, it is a very poor match.

Class 3. Two areas of good correlation are readily apparent--in

the northeastern corner of the study area, just north of the lava flow,

and the southern one-fourth of the study area. In both areas the

correlation between the color composite and the vegetation map overlay

is quite good. In the remainder of the study area the correlation is

very marginal. This is particularly true in the north central portion of

the study area, as mentioned above in the class 2 discussion. Of the

many small and medium areas of class 3 ohia in the north central portion,

virtually none can be identified in the color composit~.

Class 4. Again, in the north central portion the only class 4 ohia

areas that can be located on the color composite are very small strips

along the southern margin of the lava flow, a larger parcel on the

eastern edge of the study area due east of tha large east-west oriented

cleared area, and a small parcel on the southern edge of the cleared

area. Other than these the correlation is negligible.

In summary, the color composite provided a reasonably accurate

portrayal of selected portions of the study area but these represent
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only a small percentage of the total study area. To use the color and

density variations of false color composites as a map surrogate is

marginal at best. It is difficult to weigh the degree of success for

one class against that of another class due to the subjective manner of

evaluation used. Suffice it to say that for the entire study area none

of the four classes proved very effective. The cl~ss that exhibited the

highest correlation, class 2, and the portion of the study area that

showed the highest correlation, the central part, are both in agreement

with the density slicing results. One conclusion that is apparent from

this comparison between the color composite and the vegetation map is

that the instances of mismatch tend to be field errors rather than

boundary errors; i.e., the discrepancies do not appear to be a case of

slight displacement of a parcel of a particular ohia class. Rather, it

is a case of the parcel on the vegetation map not even appearing on the

color composite, or the reverse situation--a color anomaly on the color

composite having no apparent counterpart on the vegetation map. This

appears to be a result of the situation discussed in the preceding

section regarding erroneous pixel representation in the images. The

discrepancies visually match very closely the mottled image of variable

ohia discussed before, and may be caused by the interaction of vegetation

and pixel pattern.

Multispectral Comparisons

This method consisted of visual interpretation of the four MSS

bands in various combinations in order to stratify features that might

appear as the same tone in one band but are different in another band.
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It proved rather cumbersome and quite subjective, much as with the

interpretation of color composites, but much less rewarding than the

(~lor composites. Transparent overlays of the vegetation map (showing

only ohia class boundaries) were used with 1:98,000 paper prints of the

four LANDSAT bands, and a visual analysis made. It proved difficult to

determine more than general infOl~ation. Band 4 was the least effective

due to its usual low contrast image. In general bands 6 and 7 were the

most descriptive of the areal patterns of ohia displayed in the study

area. However, band 5 did discriminate rather well one distinctively

shaped parcel (250 ha) of ohia class 2 just south of the lava flow; the

parcel was indistinguishable on bands 4, 6 and 7, just as it was on the

color composite discussed in the preceding section.

To summarize, this method could prove effective for discrimination

of rectilinear and curvilinear boundaries associated with pronounced

shifts in radiance levels. Unfortunately, the majority of the varia

tions in ohia vigor result from varying radiance differentials of small

amoL~~ous parcels (the orderly lines of demarcation that appear on the

vegetat.ion map are of necessity generalizatons in many cases). The

method was found lacking for this type of discrimination. To effectively

discriminate minute and subtle changes in patterns of radiance through

multispectral comparisons necessitates the resolution afforded by

digital analysis. This was discussed at length in the scan line analysis

earlier in this chapter.

Densitometry

A test of repeatability of the method and equipment used for

gathering data proved unsatisfactory. Shown below is an example of the
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optical density readings. The column on the left is an excerpt from

the tabulated density readings (band 7 only) for a portion of the study

area which had a total range of 0.48 to 1.08. Included are ohia classes

1 through 4 and also the large east-west oriented cleared area (class 5

on the 1973 vegetation map). In the center column are listed the

corresponding readings obtained on a second traverse with the same

densitometer for the same grid squares. The column on the right shows

the resultant errors.

First Reading Second Reading Error

1.06 1.08 + 0.02

1.03 1.06 + 0.03

0.99 1.09 + 0.10

1.00 1.10 + 0.10

1.00 1.00 0

0.96 1.01 + 0.05

0.98 1.02 + 0.04

0.98 1.01 + 0.03

0.97 1.01 + 0.04

0.95 1.02 + 0.07

0.93 0.98 + 0.05

1.04 1.08 + 0.04

The data indicate a systematic error of 0.05 (apparently an

instrumental error due to voltage changes--first and second readings

were made on different days). By correcting the systematic error the

remaining error, apparently random, averaged 0.0225 per reading. This

error must be considered in light of the discrimination required.
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Digital data in the scan line printouts show that for band 7, radiance

value range for class 1 is 9 to 15; class 2, 11 to 16; class 3, 12 to

19; class 4, 13 to 21; and class 5, 21 to 27. As stated, all five

classes are found in the area considered for densitometric analysis, so

the range of optical den~ity from 0.48 to 1.08 (0.60) corresponds to a

range of radiance units from 9 to 27 (18). Thus, an error of 0.0225 in

optical density would correspond to 0.7 radiance units. From Table 5-10

the mean radiance values for band 7 for healthy, slight, moderate and

severe decline are 12.1, 12.3, 13.0, and 14.2 respectively. Accordingly,

the average radiance differences between the four ohia classes would be

0.2, 0.7, and 1.2. The problem of discrimination by densitometric

differentials is obvious when the mean error in densitometric readings

equates to 0.7 radiance units. In theory, the only discrimination

possible would be between class 3 and class 4. For this reason the

densitometric method was not pursued further. It is felt that further

work in this vein could prove worthwhile if a densitometric scanner

were available.

Change Detection

Analysis was done in two groups. The first group paired a positive

transparency of the February 1973 LANDSAT scene with a negative trans

parency of the July 1975 scene, both at a scale of 1:1,000,000. The

resulting 'sandwich' was used as a negative from which a positive print

was made at an enlarged scale of 1:98,000. This was done for each of

the four LANDSAT bands, the pairs were analyzed, and the results are

discussed below. Shown in Figure 5-19 are the results of the pairing

for each of the four bands. Key landmarks referred to below are
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labelled on the illustration. The discussion below excludes the changes

due to clouds and cloud shadows in the eastern part of the study area.

Band 4. With the exception of very faint outlines of the 1942

lava flow (#1) and the two prominent cleared areas (#2 and #3), the

entire study area appeared as a uniform gray. Boundaries appeared faint

with no appreciable density differences except along the boundaries,

apparently a case of edge enhancement, which can occur with an extremely

small density different~al.

Band 5. Parts of the 1942 lava flow show faintly, as well as very

faint outlines of the smaller cleared area (#2). There was no other

indication of change.

Band 6. The two cleared areas (#2 and #3) are lighter than the

surrounding area, indicating a higher reflectance (i.e., lighter tone) in

July imagery than that in February. The lava flow is apparent. In the

approximate center of the study area (due east of smaller cleared area)

is an area of about 10 ha with the same light tone of the two cleared

areas. This would indicate a ch~!ge fLom daLkeL tone ...... _ ,.! _t...""- ..... _
loU .I..I.'::lUlot::,t. louut::,

similar to that exhibited by the cleared areas, i.e., possibly indicating

a decrease in vigor of the ohia forest and the resulting exposure of the

understory to the sensor. The tonal difference would be indicative of an

area of class 3 or 4, if not 5, yet on both the 1973 and 1975 vegetation

map this 10 ha area is included in a much larger expanse of ohia class 2,

thus strongly refuting the indication of moderate to severe decline.

Another area of similar light tone encompasses most of the southernmost

20% of the study area. This is shown as class 3 on the 1973 vegetation
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map and class 4 on the 1975 vegetation map, and thus is in consonance

with the change indicated by the 'sandwich'.

Band 7. This band shows essentially the same information as band 6,

but less distinct.

In the second group a negative transparency of the 1973 LANDSAT scene

was paired with a positive transparency of the 1975 scene, again for each

of the four LANDSAT bands.

Band 4. Except for very faint outlines of portions of the 1942 lava

flow and the two cleared areas the entire area is a uniform gray.

Band 5. The two large cleared areas pL1S a smaller one immediately

southeast of #3 (and shown on both vegetation maps as class 5) appear

lighter than the surrounding area, indicating a lower reflectance (i.e.,

darker) in July imagery than that in February. The remainder of the

study area is uniform gray.

Band 6. Outlines of the two cleared areas are faintly visible,

also portions of the 1942 lava flow, although some of the lava flow is

completely neutral and indistinguishable. Several small patches in the

southeast part of the study area are generally darker than the surrounding

gray, giving a mottled appearance. The dark spots result from a darker

portrayal on the 1973 image and a lighter portrayal on the 1975 image,

forming a pattern not unlike that of scattered clouds. On this sandwich

the 1975 clouds appear dark and cloud shadows appear light and therefore

could contribute to a mottled appearance. The upslope limit of clouds

on the 1975 image extends into the eastern edge of the study area, but

inspection of the 1975 image separately does not indicate clouds in the

mottled portion in question. Possibly minute clouds just forming at the
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time of sensing have contributed enough to the sensor to give the mottled

appearance. Nevertheless, the patches in question are too nebulous to

position accurately.

Band 7. Essentially the same as band 6.

In summary, positive results from change detection analysis were

negligible, inconsistent and for all practical purposes inconclusive.

The only information that could be derive~ from the image sandwiches

was largely conjectural; without other information available to suggest

answers, likely none would be forthcoming.

The final chapter will summarize the discussion of this chapter and

discuss the implications for the future use of LANDSAT type images for

monitoring stress in subtropical rain forests.



CHAPTER VI

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

The use of LANDSAT data has been explored by the scientific com

munity for nearly eight years with most of the research centered on

monitoring earth resources. Initial research was predominantly involved

with image interpretation and analysis. As both hardware and software

became more sophisticated, the emphasis shifted rapidly to the use of

computers as an aid for analyzing the data--comrnonly called digital

analysis. The attendant advantages are many, primarily because of the

tremendous volume of data. Each LANDSAT scene contains 7.5 million

pixels so, considering all four MSS bands, there are 30 million pieces

of information in each scene. This indicates the need for an analysis

system capable of handling great amounts of data rapidly and flexibly.

There has been a shift away from visual image analysis to digital

analysis, although for some purposes there is a continuing need for

LANDSAT data in image form. For example, LANDSAT image interpretation

is an integral part of digital analysis, particularly in the early

stages, to insure correlation of digital data to ground features.

Furthermore, there will always be a need for images to serve as a

diagnostic tool to aid in preliminary decision making, possibly as a

precursor of digital analysis to follow. The LANDSAT system and the

data it provides are so complex that it behooves researchers to consider

all approaches to the use of ~he data, and to the phenomenon to which the

data are to be applied. Thus, it seemed to the author that there should
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be a place for less sophisticated and less expensive means of using

LANDSAT data than that offered by digital analysis procedures.

It was on this basis that plans for this study were formulated.

Coincidentally with the launching of LANDSAT-l in 1972 was a sharp

increase among biologists and foresters in Hawaii concerning the ohia

decline (dieback) phenomenon. As a result there was considerable

research to determine the cause of the decline. Essential to this was

a means of identifying and mapping areas of decline, both in areal

extent and in degree of decline. The author proposed to evaluate LANDSAT

image enhancement as a possible continuing source of data to provide this

information. The methodology selected for this proved to be an ambitious

undertaking, but in the final analysis provided an incisive evaluation of

the methods used. During the period of the author's research and sub

sequent writing the field has been flooded with computer studies, soft

ware developments, etc., to the near exclusion of studies limited to

image analysis.

The initial evaluation of LANDSAT suggested it could be an important

answer to the data gathering problems of the earth scientist and many,

including the author, were impressed with the apparent wealth of in

formation to be tapped. However, the means of exploiting all the informa

tion for specific purposes were sometimes rather elusive, as this study

has shown.

As the research developed it became apparent, gradually at first

and then with increasing speed that this study woula be more important

for demonstrating what could not be done (and why) than what could be

done--and at the same time developing a logical methodology. This stems
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from the complexity of the data being examined by the various methods

which in themselves are complex. The methods were evaluated in a variety

of ways and in varying degrees. For instance, the density slices were

first evaluated for ground correlation very objectively, and then re

evaluated with increasingly greater assistance from ground observations,

aerial photographs, digital data, etc., in an attempt to improve the

accuracy of the results and explain those results that appeared anomalous

or inconclusive. Conversely, densitometry was explored to only a slight

degree.

Review of Methods

Density Slicing. Despite receiving the most emphasis because it

was more objective and repeatable it proved to be no more successful

than some other methods tested. The preliminary phase of density

slicing indicated it would be more useful than proved to be the case,

although one cornmon thread carried through both phases--band 4 was of

minimal importance for this kind of vegetation monitoring, and band 6

held a slight advantage over bands 5 and 7. In the light of the small

sample size and the slight margin of difference of band 6 over bands 5

and 7, this advantage may be of only limited significance.

As described in Chapter V, various approaches were taken to analyze,

explain, and try to improve the results achieved in the density slicing

phase. These attempts met with rather limited success, as summarized

below. Subareas of the entire study area were examined and correlation

statistics computed. This was done in an attempt to explain the lack of

consistency in the entire area correlations, possibly by identifying
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areas of marked increase or decrease in correlation between density slice

and vegetation map. Subarea correlations were found more likely to

improve when ~~e subareas were located predominantly in class 2 ohia, but

this was to be expected because class 2 ohia generally showed the highest

correlation. Evaluation and comparison of the Jacobi ohia classification

provided a possible positive indicator in identifying how a type of

ground cover associated with ohia can affect the degree of success in

classification with LANDSAT data. The comparison of the 1973 and 1975

vegetation maps was significant because it illuminated the limitations of

vegetation maps as accurate portrayals of land cover, especially when

working at the small scales used in this study. The comparison of the

Jacobi vegetation map with the two Rockie maps clearly confirmed the

imperfections of vegetation maps, even those prepared with great care,

using very similar data and procedures. In the matter of multiband

density slicing the author's cursory efforts failed to achieve the

synergistic results that had been hoped for. This should be the object

of further study.

Of particular significance was the evidence provided by the slight

shifting of the density slice and vegetation map overlays. A shift of

one or two squares of one overlay with respect to the other prior to

computing the correlation might improve or diminish the degree of corre

lation very slightly but not enough to affect appreciably the statis

tical correlation. Further, in order to effect a sizable increase in

correlation, a much larger n~ber of squares than just boundary squares

would need their classifications changed. This led to the conclusion

that the predominant factors causing the mismatches that resulted in the
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low correlations were field errors rather than boundary errors. These

errors could be the result of the relationship of the pixel pattern and

smaller features (in the one to two ha range) that causes problems of

both tonal and spectral resolution.

Further, it should be remembered that the resolution limit, as

determined by the method used in the advanced phase of density slicing,

is a function of the grid size and image scale used in the grid overlay

comparisons. The grid square used corresponded to 3.8 ha on the ground,

and a grid square more than half filled by the feature being measured

was counted. Thus, parcels smaller than approximately two ha would not

be counted. This limitation should affect the accuracy of the corre

lations, both along boundaries of larger class areas and in the vicinity

of small parcels of one class within a larger area of another class.

However, test correlations were made using 1.0 mm grid squares (with

one-quarter the area of the 2.0 mm grid squares), and the results did

not vary appreciably from the results using the 2.0 mm grid.

Within the study area were many instances in which a single density

slice would include large expanses of ohia that were shown on the vegeta

tion map as two different classes. Very importantly, the classes were

usually adjacent steps in the classification. This means, for example,

that a density slice having the highest correlation with ohia class 2,

and thus regarded as a.reasonable map of the distribution of class 2,

may be expected also to include some areas of ohia classes 1 or 3, but

not class 4. On this basis it would appear that the density slice method

would be acceptable for an approximate determination, possibly indicating

trends but, since the variance from the norm (e.g., class 2) could vary
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one class either way, it would be a very gross determination. This can

be seen in Figure 6-1, which pairs the maps compiled from 1973 aerial

photographs (below) with maps that are simply density slices (above),

for ohia classes 1, 2 and 3, respectively. The same three density slice

maps are shown in Figure 4-3, superimposed and in color. The three

density slices are shown in Table 5-2 as having the highest correlation

for each class (i.e., 73-1, band 6, for class 1; 73-2, band 5, for

class 2; and 73~3, band 6, for class 3). An example of class 4 is not

included because as shown in the table, the correlation for this band

was nearly zero (i.e., complete independence).

This shows that a coarse classification is possible; i.e., on the

density slice maps it is possible to distinguish class 1 from classes 3

and 4; class 2 from class 4; class 3 from class 1; and class 4 from

classes 1 and 2. Possibly through repetitive LANDSAT coverage a closer

de:termination could be made, even with such a coarse discrimination.

Color. Enhancement. The results of color composite analysis, although

more subjective than the density slicing phase, were considered in the

final analysis to be about as worthwhile as the density slicing results.

It is doubtful that the time, effort and expense of density slicing (as

compared to the expense of color composites) would give it preference

over color composites. The capability for a color composite interpretation

is shown and corroborated by a study of Figures 5-13 through 5-15, which

include a LANDSAT color composite, a U-2 high altitude photograph, low

level vertical photographs, and low level oblique photographs. In

certain places details of forest condition can be identified and

evaluated on the LANDSAT composite and confirmed by all levels of this
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multistage sequence. Unfortunately, this cannot be done consistently

throughout the study area. The similarity in areal patterns in color

and tone in both illustrations in Figure 5-15 is apparent in many places

although many discrepancies also occur. In addition the U-2 photograph

also shows variations in texture as the forest density varies, whereas

the only texture the LANDSAT composite shows is one of pixel size.

Thus, one of the important clues for image interpretation is missing in

the LANDSAT composite. Even though some details of the aerial photo-

graphs can be identified in the patterns of the LANDSAT color composite,

it is adequate only for a general evaluation--it is inadequate for

mapping small changes (small in both areal extent and degree or amount

of change).

One marked deficiency of the LANDSAT color composite discussed in

Chapter V is the inconsistency that it demonstrates; i.e., it does not

portray certain features that one would normally expect to be shown, even

with its coarse resolution. For example, the only substantial areas of

ohia decline that have fairly linear boundaries appear to coincide with

the margins of ancient lava flows. A particularly striking example of

this (located outside the author's study area) is shown on the 1972-73

aerial photographs, as well as orthophoto quads produced by U.S.G.S.

from 1976-77 aerial photographs. l Yet it is indistinguishable on the

1973 LANDSAT image (the area is cloud covered in the 1975 LANDSAT image,

as well as in the 1975 U-2 photographs).

lCharles Hodges (personal communication). This particular feature
was cited by Hodges as an excellent example supporting his belief that
site condition is one of the prime causal factors of ohia decline
(1979) •
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Change Detection. It had been planned to use a comparison of the

1973 and 1975 images as a measure of change. Given the very small

radiance differences of ohia classes, this would necessitate having two

images sensed under identical conrlitions with the only variable being

the change, if any. The LANDSAT-l and LANDSAT-2 sensors were the same,

but the data were subject to a number of possible variations. In

addition to the geometric errors discussed earlier which affect the

planimetric accuracy of the image, one should also very carefully

evaluate atmospheric effects and variation in sun elevation and azimuth.

Atmospheric effects were considered, as discussed in Chapter V, even though

the Lncon-.. lusive results achieved in correlation between LANDSAT density

slices and vegetation maps severely limited the possibility for eval

uating change detection in a multidate study. The indication was that

increased moisture in the lower atmosphere at the time the 1975 image

was scanned was a possible limiting factor in the basic analysis of the

image, due to the poor image definition in bands 6 and 7.

Seasonal change in vegetation was considered as a possible factor

in change detection. The seasonal variation in ohia is not pronounced,

with leaf fall continuing throughout the year and most leaves having a

life span of two to three years (Porter, 1973). However, the ground

cover and understory could reflect seasonal change, with rainfall being

the primary variable.

The differences in rainfall patterns for ti.e two dates tended to

compensate for and equalize any normal seasonal differences. In a

normal pattern the July rainfall is about 75% of the February rainfall.

In comparing the two dates in question, the rainfall pattern was
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abnormal. In January and February 1973 the rainfall was much below

normal (1/4 to 1/3 of normal) at several reporting stations downslope

from the study area. In the five days before the 1973 LM~DSAT pass

light rainfall was reported at all stations in and near the study area,

but no rain fAllon most days. In June and July 1975 the rainfall was

below normal (1/2 to 3/4 of normal). In the five days before the 1975

LANDSAT pass light to moderate rainfall was reported in and near the

study area.

With the abnormalities applied to the two dates the resulting rain

fall for the two-month period before and including each LANDSAT pass

was almost identical. Consider also several other facts:

(1) the 1973 map was based primarily on summer (August)

photographs;

(2) the 1975 LANDSAT scene was obtained in summer (late

July), the 1973 LANDSAT scene in winter (February); ~~d

(3) the comparison of the 1973 vegetation map showed as good

correlation with selected 1975 density slices as with the

'best' 1973 density slices.

In light of the above, the possibility exists that if the 1975

(summer) LANDSAT scene is as much like the 1973 (summer) photographs as

the 1973 (winter) LANDSAT scene, the seasonal variation in rain forest

vigor is a factor to be considered. Further, it could be postulated

that the seasonal change in rain forest vigor (subtle as it is) is as

great or greater than vigor changes due to ohia decline. This leaves

unanswered the question of whether the ohia or the understory is the

primary contributor to this possible seasonal change.
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The sun elevation and azimuth for the 1973 LANDSAT scene are 41°

and 132° respectively. For the 1975 scene the corresponding values

are 56° and 81°. Prior research indicates that these solar differences

will not be a major factor in radiance differences for the ohia rain

forest between the two LANDSAT scenes. In a study on gathering data for

planning remote sensing missions ("Effects of Angles on Reflectivity")

Egbert and Ulaby reported that "most of the reflectance measurements for

sun altitudes greater than 30° are fairly consistent (Egbert and Ulaby,

1972, pp. 563-564)." In a study of the albedo of vegetated surfaces

Kriebel reported very small variations in albedo for coniferous forests

and savannah for sun elevations of 40° or greater, as shown in Figure

6-2. Furthermore, the local conditions of this study also support the

author's assumption that the differing sun angles of the two scenes

will have a minimal effect on the images. The effect of the difference

in azimuth angle is minimized due to the east facing gentle uniform

slope found in the study area (see diagram below).

N

r
Study

Area

Slope

There is very little irregular terrain, few hills and valleys, so there

was no problem of reflectance variations due to steep slopes causing
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pronounced variations in sunlight and shadow at different times of the

year. The branch and leaf structure and orientation of ohia trees are

sufficiently random that the effect of a change in sun elevation between

the two scenes should also be minimized.

The attempts to detect change in the 29 month period from February

1973 to July 1975 resulted in no conclusive evidence of measurable

change. This finding supports the methodology as it is in consonance

with findings of Gerrish et al. (1980) who repo~t on a comparison of

1976-77 stand-dieba.ck ratings with 1;80 stand-dieback ratings (across

a wide variety of habitats, including the author's study area). They

report that for this three to four year period no overall trend of

recovery or further deterioration of the forest canopy is apparent,

although of the individual trees analyzed a larger number had deteri

orated than had shown signs of recovery.

Multispectral Comparisons. This procedure proved to be of no value

for detecting areas of varying forest vigor. Although effective for

discrimination of more gross features, particularly those with well

defined boundaries and pronounced shifts in radiance levels, it did not

help in discrimination of the variations in most ohia. It might have

some potential if used in c~njunction with digital data, but even at

best it would do no more than other methods such as those using color

composites.

Densitometry. Due to unsatisfactory repeatability of the method

and equipment, this technique was considered unusable. A scanning

densitometer should provide the repeatability needed to acquire valid
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data. In actual practice densitometry might be used in conjunction

with visual interpretation of images from the four MSS bands in a

mUltispectral comparison.

Conclusions and Implications

This research has indicated a number of ways to improve the use

of LANDSAT data to monitor ohia decline or conduct similar vegetation

studi~~ c The approach to considering this will be threefold: fi~st,

the ways that the sensor(s) might be changed to better meet the technical

requirements for effective monitoring of ohia decline; second, identify

ing other similar problems where the present capabilities might be

effective; and third, an assessment of the current capability, using

the sensors and techniques of this study, and the ohia decline problem

as it exists.

Modification of Sensor Capabilities. Two features in the develop

mental state of the LAl.'"iJDSAT program are pertinent to this study.

First, LANDSAT-D, the fourth satellite in the LANDSAT series was

scheduled for launch in 1980 but the date is now indefinite, possibly

late 1981. The LANDSAT-D scanner, commonly known as the thematic

mapper, tentatively will have six channels (or bands), somewhat similar

in spectral ranges to the earlier LANDSAT scanners but more sharply

defined and providing higher radiometric and spatial resolution. The

primary objective is to observe land cover characteristics, and the

spectral channels were chosen to maximize the information content for

green vegetation. Spatial resolution is projected to be 30 meters,

compared to the 80 meters of earlier LANDSAT MSS sensors. Increased
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spatial resolution would be a major factor in improving the delineation

of boundaries, as well as the more accurate discrimination of smaller

features.

Second, the EROS Data Center has developed a technique for com-

bining MSS and RBV data into a single color composite image.

Color fidelity is maintained by utilizing three spectral
bands (4, 5, and 7) of MSS data and adding the REV data
as a brightness component. Since RBV data have a
resolution of approximately 30 to 40 meters, versus 80
meters for MSS data, overall image sharpness is signif
icantly better than if MSS data alone were used.
(LANDSAT Data Users Notes, 1980)

The end result is an image with a brightness component having over twice

the resolution of a standard MSS color composite. Because the MSS is a

scanner and the RBV is a camera, the geometry of the two images may not

be identical, so a transformation technique is used which alters the

MSS images to match the geometry of the RBV. The main limitation is the

small amount of digital REV test data available, so very few scenes have

been combined. Whenever changing features such as vegetative growth are

included, there is a need for simultaneous acquisition of the MSS and

REV data.

These or similar developments could help in several ways including

increased resolution, additional spectral sensitivity, and improved

planimetry, all of which were limiting factors in this study.

Increased resolution would result in smaller pixel size, and the

problem of erroneous pixel portrayal that has been cited repeatedly

would be reduced, thus giving better definition of boundaries as well

as giving a more accurate portrayal of the fine detail within the larger

parcels (i.e., field rather than boundary pixels). The mottled pattern
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presently found in large expanses of ohia could still exist, only on a

finer scale; i.e., the finer resolution would define more boundaries which

in turn would define more and smaller parcels. For this reason, an

accurate statistical determination still might be a problem.

Additional spectral sensitivity would result from the additional

bands of the thematic mapper, particularly the 760-900 nanometer band

and thermal IR band (10.4 to 12.5 ~m). The near-infrared band is

highly recommended for general vegetation applications (Tucker, 1978b).

It excludes a noise region at its lower end (700-740 nm) and an atmo

spheric absorption band at its upper end (920-980 nm), both of which are

found in bands 6 and 7 respectively in the earlier LANDSATS. The

thermal IR band is specifically designed for disease detection as well

as other capabilities. Additional research would be necessary to

evaluate these improvements in spectral sensing to determine the extent

to which they would increase the ability to map the patterns of ohia

decline. LANDSAT-D is projected to have more rapid data handling and

distribution in addition to its improved sensing capabilities.

Improved planimetry should result from improved resolution as well

as more precise geometric corrections and radiometric corrections. This

would provide more accurate images and hence increase the accuracy of

any analytical data derived therefrom.

Modification of Monitoring Problem. This consideration deals with

what data characteristics need to be present to increase the validity

of the techniques, assuming existing sensor systems. This study has

shown that the methodology used was sound, that the reasons for lack of

higher correlation were largely due to the unique characteristics of the
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ohia rain forest (these characteristics would likely exist to some

degree in all tropical and subtropical rain forests), as well as the

limitations of vegetation mapping.

(1) One of the chief reasons for the lack of correlation is that

the variation within each ohia class is greater than the difference

between classes (shown in Figure 5-9). It would be more feasible to

monitor a stress condition that had a more pronounced visible effect,

more clearly defined phases in its development.

(2) Another major reason for lack of correlation is the lack of

homogeneity in the rain forest. In one typical 80-pixel span in the

digital analysis printout in Figure 5-10, a count was made of the number

of bands changing radiance values from one pixel to the next. At only one

point of the aO-pixel sequence were there two consecutive pixels with

identical radiance values for all four bands. For all others, from one

to four bands (with an average of two) changed in value as one moved

from pixel to pixel. These groups of values for the spectral signature

fluctuate almost constantly, resulting in a heterogeneous collection of

pixels. A stress condition with more homogsneity in its pattern would

be better adapted to monitoring by the existing IJL~SAT sensor.

(3) An area with a less cloudy climate would allow better data

acquisition. The cloudy nature of Hawaii weather has contributed in large

degree to the very irregular LMIDSAT coverage of the study area. More

specifically, some of the most clearly defined examples of ohia decline

are in the areas of the scenes that are largely cloud covered and hence

not available for study.
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Current Capability. It seems appropriate to preface this section

with a review of the hypotheses of this study, and consider how well

they were proven by the research. The hypotheses:

1. LANDSAT data as portrayed in images could provide information

in map form showing areal patterns of ohia rain forest.

2. The data as arranged in image form show variations in radiance

for different degrees of ohia rain forest density and vigor.

3. The enhancements developed from LANDSAT images will be usable

as a reasonable and timely substitute for conventional aerial pho~o

graphs, thus providing the data needed to monitor changes in areal extent

of ohia decline.

Results of this research have shown the validity of the first two

hypotheses, although to a limited extent. Figure 6-1 shows LANDSAT data

in map form enabling comparison of these maps with maps prepared from

aerial photographs. The three density slices portray different degrees

of ohia rain forest density and vigor. Although the data did provide

information in map form, and a limited capability, the maps were not

considered sufficiently accurate in detail to use as a substitute for

the maps compiled from interpretation of aerial photographs and ground

observations. Because of the marginal levels of accuracy as shown in the

statistical analysis, it must be concluded that the third hypothesis

was disproven.

Other conclusions:

1. A variety of reasons contributed to low accuracy levels, but

the mst important were (a) The heterogeneous nature of both canopy and

understory of the ohia rain forest. The study of this problem led the
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way to establishing the limitations of LANDSAT sensitivity for mapping

areal patterns of stressed subtropical rain forest. (n) The problem of

inaccuracies in the generalized vegetation maps used to evaluate the

density slice maps. This problem complicated the evaluation because the

maps being used as 'ground truth' were themselves not always true, and

led to an exhaustive analy~is of the causes for mismatches in the com

parison of density slice maps with vegetation maps compiled from aerial

photographs. (c) The sometimes misleading way pixels portray information

in both LANDSAT images and CCTs (as shown in Figure 5-12).

2. The amount of change in ohia decline patterns between February

1973 and July 1975 was too small to be determined by either (a) analysis

and interpretation of IANDSAT images, or (b) the land cover maps that

were compiled from the 1972-73 and 1975 aerial photographs.

3. The two statistics used in evaluating the map correlations com

pared quite favorably, despite the quite different methods of computation,

and provided a sound statistical base to this study.

4. The analytical strength afforded by the combined study of

LANDSAT images and digital data was clearly shown by this study.

5. The minimal benefit of using band 4 for this type of vegetation

study, except for constructing color composites, was well demonstrated.

6. Even with the marginal accuracies achieved in this study it is

deemed feasible that some limited use could be made of the existing

capability. In lieu of current aerial photographs (large or medium

scale) of the study area, repetitive LANDSAT coverage could provide a

classification in the form of density slice maps, or as a result of

visual interpretation of color composites. Areas of possible concern
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could then be identified for more detailed study with large scale aerial

photographs and possible ground checking as well, i.e., use of the

multistage concept.

The methodology developed and applied in this study has provided a

comprehensive evaluation of LANDSAT data as applied to a specific

geographic problem. This problem proved to be on the margins of LANDSAT

capability, due both to the limitations of LANDSAT sensitivity and the

strong constraints of the unique phenomenon being studied. Despite the

heterogeneous character of the ohia rain forest and the resulting

difficulties in analysis, a valid analytical procedure was developed.

These methods and procedures could well be applied to the study of other

vegetation stress studies involving more homogeneous species. The

addition of LANDSAT-D to the list of active earth resources technology

satellites will even further enhance the methodology and conclusions of

this study.
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